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30 minute break

Saturday 22 May unless stated otherwise 

UTC: 6am | PDT 11pm 21 May | EDT 2am  BST 7am | 

SAST/CEST 8am | HKT 2pm | AEST 4pm 

NZST 6pm

Saturday 22 May unless stated otherwise 

UTC: 8am | PDT 1am  | EDT 4am | BST 9am | SAST/

CEST 10am | HKT 4pm | AEST 6pm | NZST 8pm

Main Session 2 | FROM ISRAEL TO EGYPT 

Roy Njuabe |  Branches of Hope

Hosted by: Hong Kong
Simultaneous Cantonese translation through Zoom audio

BREAKOUT 1 (40-60minutes) Saturday 22 May unless stated otherwise  

UTC: 10am | PDT 3am  | EDT 6am | BST 11am 

AST/CEST 12noon | HKT 6pm | AEST 8pm 

NZST 10pm

⊲ Church and public engagement

⊲ Inspired to Fight: What Individuals and 
Churches can do to combat Modern Slavery

⊲ Realigning Power & Promises: The Church 
Challenged by the Treaty

⊲ The Unjust Crisis: Climate and Gender Inequality

⊲ Young People, Justice Theology and the Church 

Saturday 22 May unless stated otherwise 

UTC: 11am | PDT 4am  | EDT 7am | BST 12am  

SAST/CEST 1pm | HKT 7pm | AEST 9pm   

NZST 11pm

SPOTLIGHT: COVID19, POVERTY 
AND HOPE

Saturday 22 May unless stated otherwise 

UTC: 12:30pm | PDT 5:30am  | EDT 8:30am | BST 

1:30pm | SAST/CEST 2:30pm | HKT 8:30pm | AEST 

10:30pm | NZST 12:30am Sunday 23 May

SPOTLIGHT: INTERSECTIONAL 
THEOLOGY AND JUSTICE

Saturday 22 May unless stated otherwise 

UTC: 1:30pm | PDT 06:30am | EDT 9:30am |  BST 

2:30pm | SAST/CEST 3:30pm | HKT 9:30pm | AEST 

11:30pm | NZST 01:30am Sunday 23 May

30 minute break

Short Break Dependant on Length of Each Breakout

30 minute break

Main Session 1 | FROM HEAVEN TO EARTH 

René August |  Krish Kandiah

Hosted by: Hong Kong
Simultaneous Cantonese translation through Zoom audio

Main Session 3 | INTO THE WILDERNESS 
Kuki Rokhum |  Katharine Hayhoe

Hosted by: London
Simultaneous Cantonese translation through Zoom audio

15 minute break

SPOTLIGHT: THE UNJUST CRISIS: 
CLIMATE AND INEQUALITY

50 minute break

Main Session 4  | FROM PLACES OF POWER 

Lisa Sharon Harper |  Rev Eugene Cho

Hosted by: London

BREAKOUT 2 (40-60minutes)

⊲ Addressing our blind spots: How the church is 
a hindrance or help in the battle against gender 
inequity and racism

⊲ Black Lives Matter:  Local and Global Justice

⊲ Faith in a Conflicted World: Habits of 
Peacemaking in the pursuit of Justice and 
flourishing

⊲ Poverty, Brokenness, Marginalization and a call to 
Compassion from two different world

⊲ Relocation; following Jesus into Places of Pain

Short Break Dependant on Length of Each Breakout

30 minute break

30 minute break

Program subject to change

Saturday 22 May: UTC: 3:30pm | PDT 08:30am  

EDT 11:30am |  BST 4:30pm  

SAST/CEST 5:30pm | HKT 11:30pm  

Sunday 23 May: AEST 1:30am | NZST 3:30am

Saturday 22 May: UTC: 5pm | PDT 10am  

EDT 1pm |  BST 6pm | SAST/CEST 7pm  

Sunday 23 May: HKT 1am | AEST 3am | NZST 5am

Saturday 22 May: UTC: 6:30pm | PDT 11:30am  

EDT 2:30pm |  BST 7:30pm | SAST/CEST 8:30pm  

Sunday 23 May: HKT 2:30am | AEST 4:30am   

NZST 6:30am

Saturday 22 May: UTC: 7:30pm | PDT 12:30pm  

EDT 3:30pm |  BST 8:30pm | SAST/CEST 9:30pm  

Sunday 23 May: HKT 3:30am | AEST 5:30am   

NZST 7:30am

PROGRAM OVERVIEW PROGRAM OVERVIEW

More Breakout 1 
Details

More Breakout 2 
Details

SPOTLIGHT:  
YOUNG PEOPLE, JUSTICE THEOLOGY 
AND THE CHURCH
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BREAKOUT 4 (40-60MINUTES)

⊲  #BetterWorldForAll: Building an inclusive and 
equitable world for all 

⊲  An update on the COVID-19 crisis in India

⊲  Biblical Justice in Action

⊲  The Ethics of Development

⊲  The Gender Equality Gap

Short Break Dependant on Length of Each Breakout

Main Session 5 INTO JERUSALEM 

Pastor Ray Minniecon |  Danielle Strickland

Hosted by: Melbourne

30 Minute Break

BREAKOUT 5 (40-60MINUTES)

⊲ Common Human Experience: A Road to Justice

⊲ Learning From Our Justice Elders 

⊲ Loving our Global Neighbour

⊲ Power of Public Narrative to Fuel Justice 
Campaigns and Movements

⊲ Resolving the Tensions of Trafficking in Asia

Short Break Dependant on Length of Each Breakout

Main Session 6  
TOWARDS RESURRECTION 
Myrto Theocharous |  Rev Joel Edwards

Hosted by: Melbourne
Simultaneous Cantonese translation through Zoom audio

Recordings will be available on demand in the week following 
the conference and available for four weeks

CONTENT WARNINGS 
We have labelled sessions which may contain content that could be distressing for some with 
a warning. Please consider your mental health when selecting sessions. Please reach out to a 

trusted mental health service in your locality if you require support. 

Short Break Dependant on Length of Each Breakout

⊲  Discipling People to Become Anti-Racists

⊲  Intersectional Theology and Justice

⊲  Responding to Refugees and Immigrants

⊲ The Unjust Crisis: Climate and Racial 
Inequality

⊲ How did we get here? From Jesus to the 
Dehumanising Doctrine of Discovery

BREAKOUT 3 (40-60MINUTES)

30 minute break

When released as on demand content, all Main Sessions and Breakouts will have automatically generated 
English Closed Captions. Select Main Stage Session will also include Cantonese Closed Captions.

Saturday 22 May: UTC: 9pm | PDT 2pm  

EDT 5pm |  BST 10pm | SAST/CEST 11pm  

Sunday 23 May: HKT 5am | AEST 7am  NZST 9am

Saturday 22 May: UTC: 10pm | PDT 3pm  

EDT 6pm |  BST 11pm | SAST/CEST 12 midnight  

Sunday 23 May: HKT 6am | AEST 8am | NZST 10am

Saturday 22 May: UTC: 11pm | PDT 4pm  

EDT 7pm  | BST 12 midnight  

Sunday 23 May: SAST/CEST 1am | HKT 7am  

AEST 9am | NZST 11am

Saturday 22 May: UTC 12am | PDT 5pm | EDT 8pm   

Sunday 23 May: BST 1am | SAST/CEST 2am 

HKT 8am  | AEST 10am | NZST 12noon

Saturday 22 May: PDT 7pm | EDT 10pm   

Sunday 23 May: UTC 2am | BST 3am | SAST/CEST 

4am HKT 10am | AEST 12noon | NZST 2pm

Saturday 22 May: PDT 8pm | EDT 11pm   

Sunday 23 May: UTC 4am | BST 4am | SAST/CEST 

5am HKT 11am | AEST 1pm| NZST 3pm

PROGRAM OVERVIEW PROGRAM OVERVIEW

More Breakout 3 
Details More Breakout 5 

Details

More Breakout 4 
Details

SPOTLIGHT: PRAYER
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Hosted by Hong Kong

In this session we will ask ourselves what crossing boundaries might look like for us in a world 
still intent on creating walls and not bridges. What is the role of incarnation and relocation in our 
work of justice today? What does it mean to intentionally step into the spheres of others? How 
does the present context of a pandemic and its heavy toll on those already marginalised present 
new opportunities for us to find ourselves moving from places of power to places of vulnerability?  

In this session we will take a look at stories of migration and forced relocation, at the power 
dynamics encountered, and the complex issues that surface. What is it about our broken human 
identity that brings us into conflict with those not like us? In a time when nationalism and xenophobia 
is on the rise, how might we practice  a new level of radical hospitality? What opportunities are 
before us in this critical hour to move the church more consistently from the platform to the table?

Dr Kandiah is a social entrepreneur with a vision to help solve 
some of society’s seemingly intractable problems through 
building partnerships across civil society, faith communities, 
government and philanthropy. As the chair of the Adoption 
and Special Guardianship Leadership Board Dr Kandiah 
advises the government and brings strategic leadership to 
the finding of permanent loving families for children in the 
care system. 

René August is a veteran of the anti-apartheid movement and 
an Anglican priest. Early on, she discovered God’s love for 
cities and is now a reconciliation trainer with The Warehouse 
– a worshiping community organisation in Cape Town, South 
Africa that helps churches respond to the issues of poverty, 
injustice and division.

Head of Refugees Opportunity and Development (ROAD), a program 
of Branches of Hope that serves over 600 refugees in Hong Kong. Roy 
Njuabe was raised in Cameroon and moved to Hong Kong in 2005. 
Roy has an enormous passion for refugee rights and has been working 
with refugees for more than 13 years. Roy holds a Bachelor Degree 
in Theology and Masters Degree in International Human Affairs with 
emphasis on international humanitarian principles and Law. Currently 
studying LLM in Human Rights at the University of Hong Kong.

Auto Generated Open Captions in English

RENÉ
AUGUST

DR KRISH
KANDIAH

ROY
NJUABE

FROM HEAVEN TO EARTH
MAIN SESSION 1

FROM ISRAEL TO EGYPT
MAIN SESSION 2

Hosted by Hong Kong
Auto Generated Open Captions in English

Hosts: Sky Siu and Joe Tang
Worship: The Vine Worship Team

Creatives: Machai Wing Cheung Ma | Wing Him Liu | Tim Tong  |  Ceci Tang

Moderated by Jennifer Moberg Pforte, Programmes and Fundraising 
Manager at Christian Action’s Centre for Refugees in Hong Kong. 
Previously, Jennifer worked with the International Federation of the Red 
Cross and Red Crescent Societies in Islamabad, Pakistan, specializing in 
migration and displacement.  Jennifer has an Education in Emergencies 
background and holds an MA in International Development from 
Chulalongkorn University, Thailand, and a BA in Music Performance from 
Houghton College, USA Panelists 

Mohamad Saleh was born and raised in Egypt, working in the 
pharmaceutical marketing field for over 20 years. His passion in 
leadership training drove him to successfully build up over 200 
individuals into leaders on senior management level among corporations 
in Middle East region. After moving to Hong Kong in 2015 Mohamad 
realized the need of refugee and asylum seeker community for his 
leadership building experience. He was empowered to study more 
about the rights of refugees joined Branches of Hope as the Education 
Program Coordinator. 

Jennifer and Mohamad are joined by Mary* (not her real name) and Roy 
Njuabe.

PANEL
REFUGEE

Hosts: Sky Siu and Joe Tang
Worship: The Vine Worship Team

https://branchesofhope.org.hk/
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Hosted by London

In this session we will explore the unique time our world is in right now and the opportunity it 
presents to us as a space of liminality. How can we re-focus on who God has made us and how He 
calls us to act in a fallen world?  What does it look like to act justly, love mercy, and walk humbly as 
climate change affects the most vulnerable among us? What is it that we must lament and mourn 
over? What does it mean to radically resist the temptations of this world through God’s power and 
not our own? And how does all of this reset us as new justice advocates for a time such as this?

In this session we will ask ourselves the hard questions of where unjust power exists today, and 
how our own practices and choices may contribute to this imbalance of power. Both historically 
and presently, we will examine the ways in which the church continues to keep power in Jerusalem 
and not Samaria. How has this current pandemic enabled us to see a shift in power structures 
globally? What can we learn from Jesus for this shift in power in our own leadership journeys?

Auto Generated Open Captions in English

Katharine Hayhoe is an atmospheric scientist whose research focuses on 
understanding what climate change means for people and the places where 
we live. She is an endowed professor of public policy and law in the Dept. 
of Political Science at Texas Tech University, she hosts the PBS digital series 
Global Weirding, and she has been named one of TIME's 100 Most Influential 
People, the United Nations Champion of the Environment, and the World 
Evangelical Alliance’s Climate Ambassador.

Kuki Rokhum is part of the Senior Leadership team with EFICOR (a leading 
Indian Christian aid, development and relief organisation). Kuki has held 
many senior leadership roles in India and across the South Asia region, 
and is passionate about issues of justice and is involved in teaching 
integral mission, creation care and climate change.

Lisa Sharon Harper is the founder and president of Freedom Road, a 
groundbreaking consulting group crafting experiences that bring common 
understanding and common commitments leading to common action toward 
a more just world. 

Lisa is a public theologian whose writing, speaking, activism and training has 
sparked and fed the fires of re-formation in the church from Ferguson and 
Charlottesville to South Africa, Brazil, Australia and Ireland. Lisa’s book, The 
Very Good Gospel was named 2016 “Book of the Year” and the Huffington 
Post identified Lisa as one of 50 Women Religious Leaders to Celebrate on 
International Women’s Day.

KUKI
ROKHUM

DR KATHARAINE
HAYHOE

EUGENE
CHO

LISA
SHARON HARPER

Rev. Eugene Cho’s many passions involve leadership, justice, the whole 
Gospel, and the pursuit of God’s Kingdom here on this earth. 

Eugene is the President/CEO of Bread for the World and Bread Institute, the 
founder and visionary of One Day’s Wages and founder and former Senior 
Pastor of Quest Church.

Eugene is the author of two acclaimed books, Thou Shalt Not Be a Jerk: A 
Christian’s Guide to Engaging Politics (2020) and Overrated: Are We More in 
Love with the Idea of Changing the World Than Actually Changing the World? 
(2014)

INTO TO WILDERNESS
MAIN SESSION 3

FROM PLACES OF POWER
MAIN SESSION 4

Hosted by London
Auto Generated Open Captions in English

Hosts: Dot Tyler and Mike White 
Worship: Seth Pinnock and A New Thing

Creatives: Video by LICC | Thandi Gamedze

Hosts: Dot Tyler and Mike White 
Worship: Seth Pinnock and A New Thing

Prayer: Richard Serrano

https://freedomroad.us/
https://lisasharonharper.com/the-very-good-gospel/
https://lisasharonharper.com/the-very-good-gospel/
https://bread.org/
https://www.bread.org/about-bread-world-institute
https://www.onedayswages.org/
https://seattlequest.org/
https://www.amazon.com/Thou-Shalt-Not-Jerk-Christians/dp/0781411157/ref=nodl_
https://www.amazon.com/Overrated-More-Changing-World-Actually/dp/0781411122/
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Hosted by Melbourne

In this session we will challenge ourselves to consider our own journey in the release of 
self through love. In our desire to be justice advocates, how can we go about modeling 
our lives and our churches on the concept of kenosis? How do we resist remaining 
in our comfortable bubbles, openly confess our desire for self-preservation, and 
lean into uncomfortable issues, conversations and situations with love and humility?

In this final session we will commit ourselves to disrupting current practices that keep us locked 
into old structures of injustice. We will dream together for new rhythms of life and new homes of 
shalom. We will prophesy hope through new expressions of the spirit, and celebrate the beauty 
of resurrection as our model for justice and joy.

Auto Generated Open Captions in English

Danielle's aggressive compassion has served people firsthand in 
countries all over the world; from establishing justice departments and 
church plants, to launching global anti-trafficking initiatives, to creating 
new initiatives to mobilize people towards transformational spiritual life. 
Danielle trains, advocates, and inspires people to live differently.

Myrto Theocharous is an author, public speaker and theologian. Her 
current  research interests include the book of Deuteronomy and the 
relationship between the Old Testament and Christian ethics.

Born and raised in Nicosia, Cyprus. She first studied at the Greek 
Bible College, Athens, then onto Wheaton College, Illinois for post 
graduate study,  and continued doctoral studies at the University of 
Cambridge.

She is currently living in Athens, Greece where she is a lecturer of 
Hebrew and Old Testament at the Greek Bible College. 

Myrto has been active in anti-trafficking street work for many years 
and she is currently the President of New Life Ministries for victims of 
prostitution and sex-trafficking.

Rev. Dr Joel Edwards is a writer, coach, Bible teacher and international 
inspirational speaker covering issues of social justice, leadership, faith 
and society.  He is also consulting widely with churches on issues of 
racial justice. In 2019 he was awarded a Doctorate in Theology and 
Ministry (DThM), St John’s College, Durham where he is also visiting 
fellow.  He is also on the team of the International Institute of Religious 
Freedom (IIRF). 

REV RAY
MINNIECON

DANIELLE
STRICKLAND

MYRTO
THEOCHAROUS

REV JOEL
EDWARDS

INTO JERUSALEM
MAIN SESSION 5

Hosted by Melbourne
Auto Generated Open Captions in English

TOWARDS RESURRECTION
MAIN SESSION 6

Hosts: Joyce Chen and Joel McKerrow
Creatives: Josh Glover, Diana Hadaia , Tiarne Shutt

Hosts: Joyce Chen and Joel McKerrow
Worship: Seth Pinnock and A New Thing

Creatives: Micah Bournes and Lucee
Joel McKerrow and the Mysterious Few, Stevie Wills

Communion: Michelle Lang-Raymond

Pastor Ray Minniecon is a descendant of the Kabi Kabi nation and the 
Gurang Gurang nation of South-East Queensland, Australia. Ray is also 
a descendant of the South Sea Islander people with deep and abiding 
connections to the people of Ambrym Island. Pastor Ray has a Bachelor 
of Art in Theology from Murdoch University in Western Australia.  At 
Murdoch, Ray helped establish the Aboriginal Education Unit where he 
assisted in the founding of a graduate degree program in Aboriginal 
Studies. Ray is the father of three children he has two grandchildren. 
Ray loves writing, singing and song writing. He also loves music, sport, 
public speaking and travel.
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COVID19,  
POVERTY AND HOPE

The impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic are being felt all across the world. While each 
country is experiencing its own unique struggles in the face of the pandemic, COVID19 will 
disproportionately impact the poor and marginalised. For the first time in decades, there will be 
an increase in the number of people facing extreme poverty and inequality are being further 
exacerbated by limited access to vaccines. In this session, we will hear from a range of leaders 
in the majority world about their communities experiences of the pandemic, their reflections on 
vaccine justice and where they have seen hope among the adversity.

CB Samuel | Alexis Pacheco R |  Annette Kirabira  |  Claudia Moreira

| Simone Vieira | Josephine Munywoki | Javed Bahabol 

SPOTLIGHTS

INTERSECTIONAL THEOLOGY 
AND JUSTICE

Intersectional theology challenges us as the church to imagine and create communities of 
welcome and radical inclusion. As a theological framework it stems out of intersectionality, a 
social analysis tool that examines converging social identities (gender, race, class, sexual identity, 
etc) within interlocking systems of power and privilege (sexism, racism, classism, etc). This 
workshop will explore how Intersectional Theology leads us to the work of social justice and 
the embracing of difference in the Kin-dom of God. You will be led, as intersectional theology 
demands, to pay attention both to ones own identity and location within systems of power, as 
well as how to hold complementary, competing, and even conflicting points of view that arise 
from the experiences/understandings of diverse people.

Grace Ji-Sun Kim

This session is repeated in Breakout 3

Grace Ji-Sun Kim received her Ph.D. from the University of Toronto and is Professor of 
Theology at Earlham School of Religion. She is the author or editor of 20 books, most 
recently, Hope in Disarray; Keeping Hope Alive; Reimagining Spirit and Intersectional 
Theology. Kim is a Series Editor for Palgrave Macmillan Series, “Asian Christianity in the 
Diaspora” and has served on the American Academy of Religion’s Board of Directors. Kim 
writes for Baptist News Global, Sojourners, Faith and Leadership and Wabash Center and 
has published in TIME, The Huffington Post, Christian Century, US Catholic Magazine and 
The Nation.   She is the host of madang podcast and is an ordained Presbyterian Church 
(USA) minister. More of her writing and work can be found on her blog site 

CB Samuel is a Bible teacher, pastor, theologian, mentor, former CEO of a major Indian 
relief and development organization (EFICOR), missiologist, evangelical leader and 
passionate advocate for the poor.

Alexis Pacheco R. works for Tearfund and is their Country Director for their Central America 
Office. He is based in Tegucigalpa, Honduras.

Annette Kirabira is the Executive Director for Rahab Ministries in Uganda. Rahab works 
with victims of trafficking and also girls and women coming out of commercial sexual 
exploitation. She is also currently the interim Chair of the International Advisory Board of the 
Coalition Against Trafficking in Persons in Uganda.

Claudia Moreira. Country Director of Tearfund’s work in Brazil, Claudia is a master of 
"peacebuilding and conflict transformation" at the Center for Justice and Peace at Eastern 
Mennonite University, Virginia, USA. She is a member of the Management Council of the 
Brazilian Christian Evangelical Alliance and a teacher at the Servant of Christ Theological 
Seminary in the Peacebuilding and Mission course. Her journey includes 12 years of service 
at World Vision Brazil, where she held the position of director of marketing and fundraising. 
Claudia is married to Paulo, has a stepdaughter, two stepchildren, two granddaughters and 
a grandson.

Simone Vieira is from Minas Gerais (Brazil), lawyer, coordinator of advocacy at Tearfund 
Brazil. She has a Bachelor of Law and Theology and has been working for 24 years in 
guaranteeing and defending human rights. She was a Guardian Counselor for 2 terms, 
Municipal and State Rights Counselor for the Rights of Children and Adolescents in MG. 
Simone coordinated the Social Action Committee of the Batista Mineira Convention and 
worked with children and adolescents on the streets, in institutional care and in a family 
and community coexistence program, as well as women in deprivation of liberty and in a 
situation of social vulnerability and also with chemical dependent people.

Thank you to the staff and 
partners of Tearfund who made 

this session possible 

Josephine Munywoki is the Program Director of Fadhili Trust, an organization in Kenya 
involved in helping women and families out of poverty through savings-led microfinance, 
conservation agriculture, and education for children. For over 23 years, Josephine has 
worked on many community projects, in both rural and urban contexts. She is very 
passionate about poverty reducation among vulnerable communities and creating 
opportunities for sustainable livelihoods – especially for women. Josephine has a 
background in Public Heath, Community Development and Counselling Psychology. She is 
married and has four children. 

Javed Bahabol is the Director of YASUMAT, Tearfund Australia’s partner in Papua province 
of Indonesia.  He’s been with Yasumat since 2007. YASUMAT (Yayasan Sosial Untuk 
Masyarakat Terpencil - Social Foundation for Remoted Communities) is an Indigenous 
Papuan NGO working with local churches and tribal communities in the remote Yahukimo 
region. They work to build capacity of local church leaders to equip them for increased 
involvement in social change, and leading action on issues of social injustice. 

English Open 
CaptionsOC

English Open 
CaptionsOC

https://gracejisunkim.wordpress.com/ 
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Presenter: Leonardo Boff  | Host: Maria Andrade 
Panel: Fwangmum Oscar Danladi | 

Dr Chris Elisara  | Sandra Tukup

THE UNJUST CRISIS:  
CLIMATE AND INEQUALITY

The climate crisis is wreaking havoc in our world, putting millions of lives at risk. This breakout 
session will explore the ways in which climate change is hitting people living in poverty the 
hardest and pushing many more back into poverty by reversing much of the progress made, 
and what we can do about it.

Leonardo Boff . Brazilian theologian and philosopher. He obtained his PhD in Theology 
(1972) under the supervision of Karl Ranhner and is currently considered one of the most 
important exponents of the Latin American Liberation Theology, inspired by Jesus as the 
defender of the poor. Boff is also recognized globally as one of the biggest promoters of 
a "Theology of Creation Care" -Ecotheology-, which, for him, is an extension of liberation 
theology. In 2001, Boff received the Alternative Nobel Prize, as a recognition for his fight for 
justice and Human Rights, and for his contribution to humanity. He is author of more than 
100 books on issues related to Theology, Spirituality, Philosophy, Anthropology, Ethics and 
Politics; most of his books have been translated to many languages.

Fwangmum Oscar Danladi. Oscar is a young theologian, youth pastor, activist and 
emerging leader in Nigeria. He’s a passionate environmentalist currently involved in 
promoting environmental sustainability through radio interviews and projects around his 
community. He volunteers with a group of young people on the platform of, “Jos Green 
Centre,” a youth driven initiative on green energy, renewable, eco-entrepreneurship 
and engagement for social issues. He connects with youth, inspiring them around 
environmental issues and connecting their faith with everyday activities.

Maria Alejandra is Ecuadorian. She is a Sociologist, Child specialist and Theologian, 
with more than 15 years of experience journeying with Christian communities on issues 
around faith, justice and development. In more recent years, she has focused her interest 
in environmental justice, migration, gender, spirituality and decolonial theologies, and has 
published articles in books and journals around those topics.
 
Maria Alejandra serves in Tearfund, as the Theology and Network Engagement Global Lead 
and lives in Ecuador with her husband and two sons, José Andrés and Mati.

Dr. Chris Elisara is the director of the Creation Care Task Force for the World Evangelical 
Alliance, the world’s third largest historic Christian organization with 600 million members 
and national alliances in over 129 countries. In this role Dr. Elisara represents evangelicals 
at the United Nations and other international bodies on a wide range of environmental 
issues including climate change, biodiversity, food systems, and sustainable urbanism. In 
1996 Dr. Elisara founded the Creation Care Study Program (CCSP), an environmental studies 
program with campuses in Belize and New Zealand that serves over 25 Christian colleges 
and universities. A champion of urban design and placemaking, Dr. Elisara leads the 
Placemaking Studio for the Ormond Center at the Duke Divinity School. Dr. Elisara’s urban 
work includes being a long term member, and former board member from 2014-2018, of the 
Congress for the New Urbanism (CNU); co-founder of the CNU Members Christian Caucus; 
co-founder of the Better Cities Film Festival and UN-Habitat Better Cities Film Festival; 
international work through UN-Habitat’s World Urban Campaign (WUC) where he was 
recently elected as co-chair of WUC’s civil society partners group; faith-based work through 
the Urban Shalom Society (co-founder) and the International Council of Faiths for Urbanism 
(co-founder). Growing up in New Zealand, Dr. Elisara earned his B.A. at Auckland University. 
His graduate work was undertaken in the US where he earned an MBA at Eastern 
University and a Ph.D. at Biola University. Residing in the mountains near San Diego, Dr. 
Elisara is a keen mountain biker who also enjoys tuna fishing and playing American roots 
music with his two sons. His ideal summer vacation is a road trip with his wife, Tricia, and 
two curious and adventurous sons.

Sandra Tukup is from the Shuar nationality in Ecuador. From a very young age, Sandra has 
been a community leader and defender of the Earth as well as of the rights of indigenous 
peoples -particularly women and children- and their ancestral territories. She has held many 
leadership roles within her community and at a national level, from where she has fought to 
defend the indigenous territories and natural resources of the Amazon Forest. She believes 
these issues directly affect the wellbeing of present and future generations. Sandra is an 
Amazonian woman, defender of Mother Earth, the life of all Creation, ancestral wisdom 
and medicine, and the rich and delicate Amazonian biodiversity. Currently, Sandra is the 
spokeswoman of the Sacred Basins Territories for Life, an initiative born from indigenous 
communities from Ecuador and Peru.

SPOTLIGHTS SPOTLIGHTS
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Anna Jacobson, Ecuador. Anna lives in Manta, Ecuador, where she works in church-based community 
development. She has a BA in Cultural Anthropology and a BA in Biblical and Theological Studies 
from Wheaton College, Illinois, USA. She is a dual citizen of Ecuador and the USA and has spent her 
life as a chamaeleon transitioning between the two cultures and countries.  Anna has worked with the 
Bonsai After-School Program since 2017, coming alongside families in need in the areas of education, 
advocacy, and children's spiritual and emotional development. Her particular interests include the 
theology and practice of integral mission, abuse prevention, and promoting the participation of 
children in community and church life and decision making.

Wayne Renkin, South Africa For the past 11 years, Wayne Renkin has worked as a practitioner in 
the NGO sector, seeking to contribute to the transformation of the city and to find pathways out of 
homelessness  As an activist-scholar, Wayne uses a transdisciplinary approach and a praxis cycle as his 
research methods.  Wayne, based in Pretoria South Africa, is currently a researcher at the Community 
Oriented Primary Care Research Unit, Faculty of Health Sciences, University of Pretoria, focusing on 
primary health care for vulnerable communities with research interests in homelessness, spatial justice, 
post-apartheid South Africa, liberation theology, urbanisation, urban vulnerabilities, and poverty.

Shanti Duraikan, UK. is an activist and student at Falmouth University, studying Marine and Natural 
History Photography. She has grown up passionate about loving other people and the planet. Eager 
to see action taken on social and climate justice issues, particularly in the church, she is pursuing 
faith lead justice in her every day living, and, through photography and in conversations, is keen 
to connect and encourage others to take action too.and emotional development. Her particular 
interests include the theology and practice of integral mission, abuse prevention, and promoting the 
participation of children in community and church life and decision making.

Victoria Turner, Scotland. is currently a PhD Candidate in World Christianity at the University of 
Edinburgh. Her thesis explores practical responses to changing theologies of mission. Her PhD is 
funded by the Council for World Mission's Special Academic Accompaniment Programme. Victoria 
also serves as a Trustee for the Society for Ecumenical Studies and for Churches Together in England. 
She is a member of the United Reformed Church/Baptist Union of England and Wales' Interfaith 
Enabling Group and represents URC Youth at the General Assembly. Victoria is currently working 
with the World Communion of Reformed Churches to organise the Global Youth Summit and is in the 
WCRC discernment group. Finally, Victoria is currently editing a book with SCM Press which brings 
together the voices of young Christian activists.

Laura Young, Scotland. is an environmental activist, passionate about intersectional climate justice 
issues. Based in Glasgow, Laura works for Tearfund as the COP26 Campaigns and Advocacy 
Coordinator alongside being an ethical influencer online under the name Less Waste Laura. Her 
work looks to educate, challenge, and inspire people to think more about the system in which we 
live, specifically speaking into Christian groups and churches as we look towards the United Nations 
COP26 Climate Summit which will be held in Glasgow, November 2021. She is an environmental 
scientist by degree, but has joined her passion for the outdoors, academic background and faith to 
pursue justice through everyday living and activism.

Carol Ng’ang’a is a community development practitioner. She has a BTh in Community Development 
from Cornerstone Institute in Cape Town. She has spent the last 10 years walking alongside various 
communities towards interventions for their empowerment. In July 2017, she founded Msingi Trust 
whose aim is to ‘Mobilize, Inspire, Equip and Network Christians and community leaders towards 
Social Justice, Social Activism and Social Transformation’ Carol was part of the first 2018 Tearfund 
Young Theologian and is currently part of 2020’s Inspired Individuals program Follow her work, www.
msingitrust.org,on Facebook @Msingi Trust  on Instagram @Msingi Trust and on Twitter @msingitrust

Frank A. Scoffield Sánchez, USA. is descended from Guatemalan, English and Spanish families. 
Raised in Guatemala, Frank migrated to the USA to attend Wheaton College, where he earned a B.A. 
in Philosophy. He also received an M.Div. from Fuller Theological Seminary in Pasadena, USA, where 
he and his wife, Erica, currently live. They are members of Pasadena Mennonite Church and Frank 
works with youth and families in the area of gang prevention in the city of Los Angeles. His interests 
lie at the intersections of christian theologies, colonialism’s legacies, radical philosophies, and 
community organizing and healing. 

Obed Lewi Yusuf, Kenya. A final year Masters student of Children and Youth Ministry at the Pan 
African Christian, Nairobi. With a passion to equip children and youth ministry workers for effective 
ministry in Africa and beyond, Obed was recently employed as an adjunct faculty to teach in the 
department of Children and Youth Ministry, school of theology, Pan Africa Christian University. His 
interests are engaging in research and theological discourse on youth and sexuality, marriage, and 
African Christianity.

Carolina Pineda, Colombia. I was born in Colombia in a Christian missionary home, so I have grown 
up passionate about missions, theology and social work. My father is a physician and my mother is 
a baker and pastry chef. During my childhood I lived in different places in Colombia, most of them 
surrounded by poverty, social injustice and armed conflict. All this because of my parents' ministry. 
Today I am a theologian from El Seminario Bíblico de Colombia (FUSBC), recently graduated in 
December 2020. I am a Bible teacher in two Bible institutes and assistant academic coordinator in 
one of them. Praying for God's wisdom and guidance in future steps for ministry and service. Trying 
my best to be an obedient sheep and follower of Jesus.

Chrissie Thwaites, UK is a PhD student in religious studies at the University of Leeds (UK), funded by the 
AHRC through the White Rose College of Arts and Humanities. Prior to this she studied theology and 
ancient history at the University of Exeter (UK). Her PhD research focuses on evangelical purity culture 
and the impact this has on women. Her broad research interests are practical theology and contemporary 
Christianity, especially in relation to issues of gender, disability, poverty, wellbeing, and inequality.

YOUNG PEOPLE, 
JUSTICE THEOLOGY 
AND THE CHURCH

This session is repeated in Breakout 1

What is the role of young people in the church’s pursuit of justice? What do young people want to 
see their churches doing in their pursuit of justice? What are young people prophetically saying to 
the rest of the church today? How can better theology shape a better world for emerging and future 
generations? Theologies of justice from the emerging generations. What good/bad theologies do 
you see in church (locally and globally)? What biblical passages have shaped your understanding of 
justice? Why/in what ways is justice core to the biblical story, the character of God, the gospel? How 
can better theology shape a better world for emerging and future generations?

Presenter: Carol Ng'an'ga Host: Laura Young 

Panel:  Wayne Renkin |  Obed Lewi Yusuf | Shanti Duraikan  

Presenter:  Victoria Turner  Host |  Frank A. Scoffield Sánchez

Panel: | Anna Jacobson | Carolina Pineda Arcila 

Prayer:  Christabelle Thwaites

SPOTLIGHTS SPOTLIGHTS

PRAYER
MIke Andrea

Join Mike Andrea from 24/7 Prayer as he leads us in half an hour of prayer. 

Mike Andrea is the International Team Leader for 24-7 Prayer. He and his wife Stella 
team lead Global Generation Church (Glo) in Margate. They have two children and their 
dog Cookie. Mike was part of founding Glo, Lark in the Park in Thanet, The Pipeline 
Youth Initiative, Aspire Education and the Aspiration Centre.  Mike was recently awarded 
the Queens honour for his commitment to creating innovative solutions to community 
transformation and the reduction of poverty. He passionately believes in a gospel of 
salvation and transformation, a lover of food, good friendship and adventure.

https://www.24-7prayer.com/
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Lee C Camp is Alabamian by birth, raised in the tail end of the Appalachians in the north 
eastern quadrant of the state, full of long-leaf pines and red-clay dirt and rolling hills. He 
holds an undergraduate degree in Computer Science from Lipscomb University (B.A., 1989), 
a Masters from Abilene Christian University (M.A., M.Div., 1993) and additional graduate 
studies from Notre Dame in Moral Theology / Christian Ethics (M.A., Ph.D., 1999).  Lee has 
been teaching full-time at Lipscomb University since 1999, a community I love and for which 
I am deeply grateful, full of many dear friends and outstanding colleagues. Laura and I have 
three sons whom we love, of course, more than words can tell, and have been grateful 
to raise them in Nashville. Since 2013, I've been flying sailplanes for my primary hobby. It 
makes me giddy.

Dr Alex Ip is a Professor, writer, activist in promoting economic justice.  He is now an 
Assistant Professor at Divinity School of Chung Chi, Chinese University of Hong Kong, 
teaching New Testament and related subjects.  He founded the school of poverty caring in 
2009 served as the CEO for a local NGO (Industrial Evangelistic Fellowship) during  2014 to 
2017. His research focuses mainly on Roman economy and its relevance to New Testament 
interpretation, digital humanity and justice issues.  He has written a number of Chinese 
books and his recent academic publications include A Socio-Rhetorical Interpretation of the 
Letter to Philemon in Light of the New Institutional Economics (Mohr Siebeck, 2017), Loving 
Resistance and Resistance Through Love (Wipf and Stock Publishers, Forthcoming Dec, 
2021), and New Institutional Economics and the New Testament Studies (Fortress Academic, 
Forthcoming Summer, 2022).

Tony Read came to Hong Kong in 1986 with his wife Drusilla and their family. He has served 
as an Elder since The Vine’s start in 1997. From 2004-2012, he served with John Snelgrove 
as senior pastor. Today, Tony serves as Justice Advocate, connecting the church with 
relevant social justice issues.

Church and Public Engagement

What does it mean for Christianity to be an alternative politic speaking justice to the politics of 
power? How can we engage distinctively and meaningfully without becoming subsumed by it? 
How can we be christian voices for justice within the existing systems of power?

MODERATOR

Inspired to Fight: What individuals and churches can do to combat modern 
slavery

One of the major justice-issues of our time is modern slavery, with 40 million victims globally. 
Seen from an Norwegian perspective: How can we as Christians play a role? What can we do as 
individuals, communities and one united church?

Thea Kristin Reilstad has always had a passion for justice and has been committed to the 
fight against human trafficking for almost 10 years. She is finishing her bachelor’s degree in 
social work this spring, living in a modern ecumenical community and working at a rehab 
center for drug addicts and in a church. 

Niels-Fredrik Skarre, works as an adviser for The Council for Religious and Life Stance 
Communities. He holds a master’s degree in sociology and education in human rights, 
cultural diversity and conflict management. As a leader in the Baptist congregation in 
Drammen, Norway, he works to lift the congregation’s engagement in social issues. 
He is also part of the steering committee of Global Week against modern slavery, as a 
representative for the Baptist union of Norway.

Elin Finnseth Sæverås, works in The Christian Council of Norway as project head 
and facilitator of “Global week against modern slavery”, a joint ecumenical initiative to 
prevent and address forms of slavery-like exploitation ongoing in Norway and globally. 
Since 2016, more than 20 000 people attended a wide range of activities hosted by 
the project, involving twelve different church denominations so far. Elin holds a master’s 
in communications, Missions and Community Development and studies in theology, 
anthropology, and languages. She grew up in Japan and has spent several years in 
Ethiopia in missions and development work.

Petra Kjellén Brooke  is the anti-trafficking coordinator for the Salvation Army in the 
Norwegian territory (Norway, Iceland and the Faroe Islands). She has 10 years of experience 
working with anti-trafficking, has a passion for justice and compassion work done by local 
congregations and is currently researching a PhD in Diaconia related to the same subject.

Erhard Hermansen, is general secretary of The Christian Council of Norway, the national 
ecumenical umbrella for 25 church denominations. One of the council’s core emphases 
is the churches’ responsibility to promote justice and peace. Through the project « Global 
week against modern slavery”, the Council and member churches together address on one 
of the greatest human right issues of our time: modern slavery and human trafficking. The 
project highlights the issue, supports churches and individuals with knowledge and training 
in how they can take action to combat and prevent exploitation. Erhard has worked as 
pastor and teacher for many years.

MODERATOR

PRESENTER

PANEL

CONTENT WARNING: This session may address content related to trafficking 
and slavery and there may also be references to domestic and sexual violence
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The Unjust Crisis: Climate and Gender Inequality

Women commonly face higher risks and greater burdens from the impacts of climate change in 
situations of poverty. This elective will explore this intersection of climate change and gender.

Jo Knight is a Christian leader of local and global advocacy around climate change and 
poverty. Jo is Tearfund Australia’s Advocacy Director and part of the founding leadership 
of Renew Our World global campaign. She is passionate about creating social and 
environmental change, acting on injustice, and loves using her skills and leadership to 
make a difference. Jo empowers movements of people to live justly and speak out in 
ways that are impactful. Jo thrives on bold new social justice initiatives, from the start-
up of a youth movement fighting poverty, to refugee test cases as a lawyer, leading 
through not-for-profit boards or management, and co-creating strategic fresh campaigns 
with global reach and influence. Jo is married to Peter, a church planter in inner city 
Melbourne, and they have two young boys.

Veena O’Sullivan works in Tearfund as the Cluster Lead for Asia. Originally from India, Veena 
has been living and working in various parts of the world over the last twenty years. She has 
led Tearfund UK's innovative work in HIV, Sexual Violence and Peacebuilding to name a few. 
Veena lives with her family in Ireland.

Hannington Muyenje is Ugandan with a genuine lived and working experience among 
discriminated people in Africa and Asia. Hannington has over 23 cumulative years of using 
strategic communications, movements and advocacy to build influential power for youth, 
women, refugees and for people in poverty. He works with Tearfund's global advocacy team 
where they challenge social practices and policies that entrench climate change, poverty 
and extreme inequalities. He supports the building of grassroots social movements in South 
and Eastern Africa and China. He lives in London with his wife and two teenage kids.

Jocabed Solano is Panamanian and originally from gunadule nation (indigeneous people in 
Panama). She holds an undergraduate degree in Business Administration and has a Masters 
in Interdisciplinary Theology. Her areas of expertise include issues related to indigenous 
theology, Guna identity, multiculturalism and youth. Jocabed is Director of Memoria Indígena( 
Indigeneous Memory), which seeks to make visible the stories of indigenous women and men 
who seek to impact their indigenous communities through their commitment to the Kingdom of 
God and pursuit of justice. She is a part of the board of Fraternidad Teológica Latinoamericana.

MODERATOR

Dr Ruth Valerio is Global Advocacy and Influencing Director at Tearfund. An 
environmentalist, theologian and social activist. Ruth holds a doctorate from King’s College 
London, and honorary doctorates from the  Universities of Winchester and Chichester. 
She is Canon Theologian at Rochester Cathedral and her home church is part of the 24/7 
Prayer Network. She enjoys living sustainably - practising what she preaches and inspiring 
others as she does so - in the South of England with her family. She is the author of L is for 
Lifestyle:Christian Living that doesn’t cost the earth and Just Living:Faith and Community in 
an age of Consumerism, and has written the Archbishop of Canterbury’s 2020 Lent book, 
entitled Saying Yes to Life. Ruth is a regular contributor on Radio 4 and the BBC World Service.

PRESENTER

PANEL

Realigning Power & Promises: The Church Challenged by the Treaty

Speaking from the context and experience of bi-cultural relations in Aotearoa New Zealand, 
Hana will explore ways in which the Church can give up power as part of honouring the spirit 
and intention of the Treaty signed in 1840.  Viewers from other countries will find resonances for 
application in their own contexts for how churches can embody humility, service and partnership.

Capt. Hana Seddon is a Salvation Army officer, a member of the Māori Ministry leadership 
team and the proud mum of two adult sons. A social worker by trade, with a passion for 
education, social justice and public health leadership, she has had the privilege of working in 
several different communities over the past two decades. Hana often facilitates conversations 
around Treaty-based leadership across Aotearoa New Zealand.  As the Spirit of God is 
calling the Church to better reflect the promises of Te Tiriti o Waitangi (the Treaty of Waitangi), 
programmes, policies, practices and power-arrangements everywhere are being challenged 
and reimagined from Māori perspectives.
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PANEL ONE

Young People, Justice Theology and the Church

What is the role of young people in the church’s pursuit of justice? What do young people want 
to see their churches doing in their pursuit of justice? What are young people prophetically 
saying to the rest of the church today? How can better theology shape a better world for 
emerging and future generations? Theologies of justice from the emerging generations. What 
good/bad theologies do you see in church (locally and globally)? What biblical passages have 
shaped your understanding of justice? Why/in what ways is justice core to the biblical story, the 
character of God, the gospel? How can better theology shape a better world for emerging and 
future generations?

Anna Jacobson, Ecuador. Anna lives in Manta, Ecuador, where she works in church-based community 
development. She has a BA in Cultural Anthropology and a BA in Biblical and Theological Studies 
from Wheaton College, Illinois, USA. She is a dual citizen of Ecuador and the USA and has spent her 
life as a chamaeleon transitioning between the two cultures and countries.  Anna has worked with the 
Bonsai After-School Program since 2017, coming alongside families in need in the areas of education, 
advocacy, and children's spiritual and emotional development. Her particular interests include the 
theology and practice of integral mission, abuse prevention, and promoting the participation of 
children in community and church life and decision making.

Wayne Renkin, South Africa For the past 11 years, Wayne Renkin has worked as a practitioner in 
the NGO sector, seeking to contribute to the transformation of the city and to find pathways out of 
homelessness  As an activist-scholar, Wayne uses a transdisciplinary approach and a praxis cycle as his 
research methods.  Wayne, based in Pretoria South Africa, is currently a researcher at the Community 
Oriented Primary Care Research Unit, Faculty of Health Sciences, University of Pretoria, focusing on 
primary health care for vulnerable communities with research interests in homelessness, spatial justice, 
post-apartheid South Africa, liberation theology, urbanisation, urban vulnerabilities, and poverty.

Shanti Duraikan, UK. is an activist and student at Falmouth University, studying Marine and Natural 
History Photography. She has grown up passionate about loving other people and the planet. Eager 
to see action taken on social and climate justice issues, particularly in the church, she is pursuing 
faith lead justice in her every day living, and, through photography and in conversations, is keen 
to connect and encourage others to take action too.and emotional development. Her particular 
interests include the theology and practice of integral mission, abuse prevention, and promoting the 
participation of children in community and church life and decision making.

Victoria Turner, Scotland. is currently a PhD Candidate in World Christianity at the University of 
Edinburgh. Her thesis explores practical responses to changing theologies of mission. Her PhD is 
funded by the Council for World Mission's Special Academic Accompaniment Programme. Victoria 
also serves as a Trustee for the Society for Ecumenical Studies and for Churches Together in England. 
She is a member of the United Reformed Church/Baptist Union of England and Wales' Interfaith 
Enabling Group and represents URC Youth at the General Assembly. Victoria is currently working 
with the World Communion of Reformed Churches to organise the Global Youth Summit and is in the 
WCRC discernment group. Finally, Victoria is currently editing a book with SCM Press which brings 
together the voices of young Christian activists.

PRESENTER

Laura Young, Scotland. is an environmental activist, passionate about intersectional climate justice 
issues. Based in Glasgow, Laura works for Tearfund as the COP26 Campaigns and Advocacy 
Coordinator alongside being an ethical influencer online under the name Less Waste Laura. Her 
work looks to educate, challenge, and inspire people to think more about the system in which we 
live, specifically speaking into Christian groups and churches as we look towards the United Nations 
COP26 Climate Summit which will be held in Glasgow, November 2021. She is an environmental 
scientist by degree, but has joined her passion for the outdoors, academic background and faith to 
pursue justice through everyday living and activism.

HOST

Carol Ng’ang’a is a community development practitioner. She has a BTh in Community Development 
from Cornerstone Institute in Cape Town. She has spent the last 10 years walking alongside various 
communities towards interventions for their empowerment. In July 2017, she founded Msingi Trust 
whose aim is to ‘Mobilize, Inspire, Equip and Network Christians and community leaders towards 
Social Justice, Social Activism and Social Transformation’ Carol was part of the first 2018 Tearfund 
Young Theologian and is currently part of 2020’s Inspired Individuals program Follow her work, www.
msingitrust.org,on Facebook @Msingi Trust  on Instagram @Msingi Trust and on Twitter @msingitrust

PRESENTER

Frank A. Scoffield Sánchez, USA. is descended from Guatemalan, English and Spanish families. 
Raised in Guatemala, Frank migrated to the USA to attend Wheaton College, where he earned a B.A. 
in Philosophy. He also received an M.Div. from Fuller Theological Seminary in Pasadena, USA, where 
he and his wife, Erica, currently live. They are members of Pasadena Mennonite Church and Frank 
works with youth and families in the area of gang prevention in the city of Los Angeles. His interests 
lie at the intersections of christian theologies, colonialism’s legacies, radical philosophies, and 
community organizing and healing. 

HOST

PANEL TWO

Obed Lewi Yusuf, Kenya. A final year Masters student of Children and Youth Ministry at the Pan 
African Christian, Nairobi. With a passion to equip children and youth ministry workers for effective 
ministry in Africa and beyond, Obed was recently employed as an adjunct faculty to teach in the 
department of Children and Youth Ministry, school of theology, Pan Africa Christian University. His 
interests are engaging in research and theological discourse on youth and sexuality, marriage, and 
African Christianity.

Carolina Pineda, Colombia. I was born in Colombia in a Christian missionary home, so I have grown 
up passionate about missions, theology and social work. My father is a physician and my mother is 
a baker and pastry chef. During my childhood I lived in different places in Colombia, most of them 
surrounded by poverty, social injustice and armed conflict. All this because of my parents' ministry. 
Today I am a theologian from El Seminario Bíblico de Colombia (FUSBC), recently graduated in 
December 2020. I am a Bible teacher in two Bible institutes and assistant academic coordinator in 
one of them. Praying for God's wisdom and guidance in future steps for ministry and service. Trying 
my best to be an obedient sheep and follower of Jesus.

Chrissie Thwaites, UK is a PhD student in religious studies at the University of Leeds (UK), funded by the 
AHRC through the White Rose College of Arts and Humanities. Prior to this she studied theology and 
ancient history at the University of Exeter (UK). Her PhD research focuses on evangelical purity culture 
and the impact this has on women. Her broad research interests are practical theology and contemporary 
Christianity, especially in relation to issues of gender, disability, poverty, wellbeing, and inequality.

PRAYER
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Addressing our blind spots: How the church is a hindrance or help in the battle 
against gender inequity and racism

Our sight line has been focused on what we can see - the tip of the iceberg where we claim 
there is unity for all in the church. However, underneath is the weighty iceberg itself, systemic 
gender and race inequity, powerful forces that have always existed despite our professions of 
oneness in Christ. Join Akua and Cathie as they candidly address the causes and consequences 
of gender and race inequity and how the church can either be a hindrance or a help in boldly 
proclaiming the dignity of all women and all races while supporting them in equal voice and 
presence in the kingdom.

This session is made possible by 
the support of

Akua Carmichael is a lawyer, author, and speaker. She writes and speaks on topics 
including the intersection of law, faith, social justice and racial reconciliation within the body 
of Christ. She also serves as a board member of Gather Women, a ministry that supports 
and champions the voices of women across Canada.

Cathie Ostapchuk's work as a leadership catalyst, communicator, consultant and coach 
has led her to consult in global non-profit organizations such as World Vision, Compassion, 
in corporate boardrooms, across Canada and globally to Africa and Australia. Cathie is 
Co-Founder and Lead Catalyst of Gather, a transformational national movement to connect, 
equip and mobilize women in Canada for leadership influence. She is a published author of 
Brave Women, Bold Moves, Choosing Courage in a Culture of Conformity. 
Cathie co-hosts the HerInfluence Podcast and is focused on calling up and developing 
female leaders of today and tomorrow, so the church can flourish. cathieostapchuk.com, 
gatherwomen.com @cathieostapchuk and @gatherwomen

BREAKOUT 2

Black Lives Matter: Local and Global Justice

From Minneapolis to London to Lagos the Black Lives Matter movement mobilized millions of 
people last year for racial justice. How can we work for systemic change in our own nation and 
for the cause of black liberation globally?

Sadara Shine. Driven by compassion and a God-given mandate to be of service to others, Sadara 
is no stranger to the unrelenting commitment needed to effectively sustain His kingdom here on 
earth. As a passionate, resourceful and faith-filled servant leader, she has been blessed with the 
opportunity to combine her passions for promoting the things of God while remaining an advocate 
for marketplace ministry. Sadara’s dedication to ensuring the promotion, protection, and provision of 
God’s most vulnerable people is her life’s calling. Following several years of global work and research 
across Sub-Saharan Africa, she has become well-versed in field programming by working hand in 
hand with local grassroots organizations. Committed to building strong communities, Sadara comes 
equipped with a dual degree in political science and global studies, a Master’s degree in international 
development, and 6+ years of work experience in program creation, monitoring and evaluation, 
development, and published work. She is currently in the final year of her Ph.D. program (Intercultural 
Studies—Missiology), further equipping her with the tools necessary to align her passions with God’s 
calling on her life. Sadara is certain that in this season God has led her to Tearfund USA to use her 
position to be a catalyst in propelling her passions and exemplifying her unwavering love for Christ 
and His people. Sadara resides in the Washington DC area and is an active member of her community.

Ekemini Uwan is a public theologian who received her Master of Divinity degree in 2016 from 
Westminster Theological Seminary (WTS) in Philadelphia, PA. She is the co-host of Truth's Table 
podcast alongside Michelle Higgins and Dr. Christina Edmondson. In 2018, Christianity Today named 
her among "10 New or Lesser-Known Female Theologians Worth Knowing.”In 2021, she earned the 
IMPACT Award from The Institute for the Study of the Black Christian Experience for work on Truth’s 
Table Podcast. Her writings have been published in The Atlantic, The Washington Post, Huffington 
Post Black Voices, Christianity Today, and The Witness: A Black Christian Collective to name a few. 
Her insights have been quoted by CNN, The New York Times, The Washington Post, and The New 
Yorker among other publications. As one who is passionate about theology, Ekemini has a fierce 
commitment to the gospel and its implications for issues pertaining to racial injustice, anti-black 
racism, and white supremacy. Ekemini believes that theology can and does speak to the culture, 
social, and political issues of our present day. As a result, she often speaks, opines, and writes about 
the aforementioned for various online publications. Ekemini's voice has been sampled on Lecrae's 
album, All Things Work Together and Sho Baraka's The Narrative. In her spare time, she enjoys 
discipling women, spending quality time with loved ones and working out. As a self-proclaimed part-
time fashionista, she has a penchant for thrift shopping.   

Sho Baraka. After being educated at Tuskegee University and the University of North Texas, where 
he studied Television/Film, Anthropology, and Public Administration, Sho Baraka has spent the last 
14 years traveling the world as a recording artist, performer and culture curator. His overseas work 
has ranged from leading seminars about race relations in South Africa to establishing artist hubs in 
Indonesia. Whether he’s in the classroom as a professor, on stage as an artist, in the streets as an 
activist or in the boardroom as a consultant, Sho is combining his artistic platform with his academic 
pursuits to contribute a unique perspective in multiple arenas, while attempting to uplift the culture. 
Sho is a co-founder of Forth District and The And Campaign. Sho was also an Adjunct Professor 
at Wake Forest School of Divinity as well as an original member of internationally known hip-hop 
consortium 116 Clique and record label, Reach Records. Although Sho has contributed to many 
published books he will be releasing his first book He Saw That It Was Good in the spring of 2021 Sho 
lives in Atlanta, GA with Patreece, his wife of seventeen years, and their three children; one daughter 
and two sons.

Rashad Shabazz. Pastors Rashad and Stephanie Shabazz are the exciting, encouraging, life-giving 
leaders of Lifestyle Church. Since it began in 2018, Lifestyle Church has grown into an exciting, 
encouraging and ennobling community of believers with an emphasis on loving God, loving people, 
and making an impact.

CONTENT WARNING: This session may address content 
related to physical violence

https://www.gatherwomen.com/
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Faith in a conflicted world: habits of peacemaking in the pursuit of justice 
and flourishing

This session will give you ideas and inspiration on being peacemakers in pursuit of a just 
and flourishing world. When we see hurting and fracture all around, there is a recognition for 
divides to be crossed in new and reimagined ways. We’ll explore how to do this practically 
and introduce you to Difference, an initiative of Archbishop Justin Welby, considering three 
transformative habits seen in the life of Jesus; Be Curious, Be Present and Reimagine.

Kiera Phyo works for Archbishop Justin Welby where she is Director of the Reconciling 
Leaders Network with a vision to mobilise a global movement of peacemakers. Recently 
launching Difference, a five-session course for groups, that explores following Jesus in 
a complex and divided world.  Kiera is a regular faith contributor on BBC Radio 2 and 
previously led Tearfund UK’s youth and young adult engagement.

Poverty, Brokenness, Marginalization:  
A call to Compassion from 2 different worlds

A conversation with two frontline leaders one from Kenya and the other from inner-city 
Toronto.  What is Jesus call on us as his followers when we come face to face with poverty 
and brokenness? Whether we come face to face with marginalized inner-city homeless, those 
suffering from mental health issues, and brokenness in large urban centres,  or massive poverty 
resulting from drought, broken families and a changing climate in rural Kenya Jesus is in the 
midst, how shall we respond.

Josephine Munywoki is the Program Director of Fadhili Trust, an organization in Kenya 
involved in helping women and families out of poverty through savings-led micro finance, 
conservation agriculture, and education for children. For over 23 years, Josephine has 
worked on many community projects, in both rural and urban contexts. She is very 
passionate about poverty re-education among vulnerable communities and creating 
opportunities for sustainable livelihoods – especially for women. Josephine has a 
background in Public Heath, Community Development and Counselling Psychology. She 
is married and has four children. 

Tim Huff. After thirty-plus years of full-time social-justice work across Canada - 
predominantly focused on “binding up the broken-hearted” and serving among young 
people pressed to the margins of society, with his name on eight award-winning books 
(for adults, youth and children) and having received numerous service awards, a simple 
Tim Huff bio is no longer easy to process. Now serving as the founder and creative lead 
for Youth Unlimited Toronto’s Compassion Series program, Tim’s current bio is succinct 
in a way that he humbly appreciates most: “Advocate, Ally, Artist, Author, Doer, Speaker, 
Peacemaker”. 

Demarius J. Walker seeks to nurture communities of reconciliation that listen for the sound 
of the genuine across racial, class, gender, and ideological divides. He has served as a 
community organizer and protest chaplain, and peace practitioner. Recently graduating 
from Virginia Theological Seminary with a degree in Christian Formation he is soon to 
pursue further studies in Religion and Conflict Transformation. 

Martha Jarvis works for the Archbishop of Canterbury’s Reconciliation Ministry, focusing 
on Peacebuilding work with local churches, the UN and NGOs in areas of conflict, as well 
as the Archbishop’s initiative, Difference, working to see a generation of peacemakers 
mobilised for a just and flourishing world. Before joining the Archbishop’s team, Martha 
worked in business development across Eastern Europe, the Gulf and South East Asia. 
Martha is also part of a soul band.

This session is made possible by the 
support of

https://difference.rln.global/
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Jesus repeatedly calls his disciples to follow Him. Daniel Berrigan said "if you want to follow 
Jesus, you better look good on wood" - How does this message provide us with inspiration 
and give to us deeper faith and courage in these days? The divide between rich and poor has 
escalated even more during this pandemic, and still the call is to love one another as we love 
ourselves. What could it look like for us to move, relocate, follow Jesus to the places, people, 
social and economic class, religious affiliations and locations in the gospel stories? To the 
shepherds, Samaritans, prostitutes, tax collectors and other social outcasts? How do we live out 
the words of Phillipians 1:29 and embrace the privilege of suffering in exchange for the privileges 
of gender, race, culture, economic realities and follow Jesus as he moves closer and closer to 
places of pain and in communion with those who suffer the most? Let's look at a story of Jesus 
and explore what we hear the Spirit saying to us as we listen to God's word and to one another.

Relocation: Following Jesus into Places of Pain

René August is a veteran of the anti-apartheid movement and an Anglican priest. Early on, 
she discovered God’s love for cities and is now a reconciliation trainer with The Warehouse 
– a worshiping community organisation in Cape Town, South Africa that helps churches 
respond to the issues of poverty, injustice and division.

Discipling People to Become Anti-Racists

The horrific murder of George Floyd  sparked a record setting wave of Black Lives Matters 
protests around the world this past year to combat and end systemic racism.  While some 
church leaders have supported and participated in this growing movement, many others have 
remained on the sidelines or criticized these efforts.  While this racial awakening impacted many 
people, among white American Christians, opinions toward systemic racism and policing have 
hardly budged.  This workshop will explore how to approach and understand a commitment 
to anti-racism as a fundamentally theological and spiritual one, specifically by deepening our 
commitment to Imago Dei, justice, interdependence, and the common good.  We will draw from 
and preview a curriculum that Sojourners has designed to equip and enable church leaders to 
better disciple their members into anti-racism, offering tools and resources.       

This session is made possible by 
the support of

Rev. Adam Russell Taylor is president of Sojourners and author of Mobilizing Hope: Faith-
Inspired Activism for a Post Civil Rights Generation. Follow him on Twitter @revadamtaylor. 
Taylor previously led the Faith Initiative at the World Bank Group and served as the vice 
president in charge of Advocacy at World Vision U.S. and the senior political director at 
Sojourners. He has also served as the executive director of Global Justice, an organization 
that educates and mobilizes students around global human rights and economic justice. 
He was selected for the 2009/2010 class of White House Fellows and served in the White 
House Office of Cabinet Affairs and Public Engagement. Taylor is a graduate of Emory 
University, the Harvard University Kennedy School of Government, and the Samuel DeWitt 
Proctor School of Theology. Taylor also serves on the Global Advisory Board of Tearfund 
UK and is a member of the inaugural class of the Aspen Institute Civil Society Fellowship. 
Taylor is ordained in the American Baptist Church and the Progressive National Baptist 
Convention and serves in ministry at the Alfred Street Baptist Church in Alexandria, Va.

https://sojo.net/
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Intersectional Theology and Justice

Intersectional theology challenges us as the church to imagine and create communities of 
welcome and radical inclusion. As a theological framework it stems out of intersectionality, 
a social analysis tool that examines converging social identities (gender, race, class, sexual 
identity, etc) within interlocking systems of power and privilege (sexism, racism, classism, etc). 
This workshop will explore how Intersectional Theology leads us to the work of social justice and 
the embracing of difference in the Kin-dom of God. You will be led, as intersectional theology 
demands, to pay attention both to ones own identity and location within systems of power, as 
well as how to hold complementary, competing, and even conflicting points of view that arise 
from the experiences/understandings of diverse people.

Grace Ji-Sun Kim received her Ph.D. from the University of Toronto and is Professor of 
Theology at Earlham School of Religion. She is the author or editor of 20 books, most 
recently, Hope in Disarray; Keeping Hope Alive; Reimagining Spirit and Intersectional 
Theology. Kim is a Series Editor for Palgrave Macmillan Series, “Asian Christianity in the 
Diaspora” and has served on the American Academy of Religion’s Board of Directors. Kim 
writes for Baptist News Global, Sojourners, Faith and Leadership and Wabash Center and 
has published in TIME, The Huffington Post, Christian Century, US Catholic Magazine and 
The Nation.   She is the host of madang podcast and is an ordained Presbyterian Church 
(USA) minister. More of her writing and work can be found on her blog site 

BREAKOUT 3 BREAKOUT 3

Jenny Yang is the Senior Vice President of Advocacy and Policy at World Relief. In this 
position, she coordinates and leads the marketing, programs, and strategic engagement 
division teams on media relations, public engagement and brand elevation strategies. She 
also represents the organization’s advocacy priorities to the U.S. government and leads 
mobilization efforts for churches on advocacy campaigns. She has worked over a decade in 
refugee protection, immigration policy, and human rights and was on an active deployment 
roster for the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees. Previous to World Relief, she 
worked at one of the largest political consulting companies in Maryland. Jenny is co-author 
of “Welcoming the Stranger: Justice, Compassion and Truth in the Immigration Debate" 
and contributing author to three other books. Jenny was named one of the “50 Women to 
Watch” by Christianity Today.

Responding to Refugees and Immigrants

There are over 80 million refugees in our world today. What is the source of this 
unprecedented crisis of displacement? How is the church responding? Learn how you can take 
action to "welcome the stranger".

Innocent Magambi. A refugee from birth, Innocent spent the first 27 years of his life in 
five refugee camps in four Eastern and Southern Africa. Despite facing much hurt along 
his journey, he never allowed the adversity to define him or to determine his destiny. 
With support from the local church, Innocent became a change agent for fellow refugees 
and the host community in Malawi. Against all odds, he founded There Is Hope, an 
organisation that aims at mitigating the effects of long-term displacement among refugees 
and generational poverty among Malawians.  Innocent led There is Hope for fifteen years, 
impacting thousands of refugees and Malawians.Innocent has just founded Inua Consulting 
as a tool to share with emerging leaders the knowledge he acquired through his personal 
and professional journey while focusing on refugee advocacy. Refugee for Life is Innocent’s 
memoir. Poignant stories of injustice and loss are framed in the context of day to day life in 
a refugee camp.

Michelle Gerringer, Northridge Church and Refuge Rochester. Michelle Gerringer is the 
Outreach Development Director at Northridge Church in Rochester, NY.  She is passionate 
about seeing vulnerable people given a voice and an opportunity to flourish. She currently 
volunteers as the Director of Church Mobilization for Refuge Rochester, a grassroots 
organization which is leading churches and Christians to welcome refugees in their 
community. Her background is as an Audiologist in the healthcare field, and she continues 
to practice at the University of Rochester.

Rusty Pritchard has championioned holistic mission - the whole church taking the whole 
gospel to the whole world - ever since he was introduced to Tearfund in the early days of 
his career. After spending formative time in Glasgow, Scotland, where Rusty met his wife 
Joanna, the pair returned to the US and Rusty began grad school, earning an MS and a 
Ph.D. with focuses in ecology, environmental engineering, and economics. In 1998, his 
family moved to Atlanta so he could help start the new Environmental Studies Department 
at Emory University. Eight years later, he shifted to the nonprofit sector. In partnership with 
FCS Ministries, Rusty helped plant a multi-racial church doing holistic ministry in a mostly 
African American neighborhood, also one of America’s most highly-polluted zipcodes. 
There, he came to understand firsthand the effects of environmental racism and felt 
compelled to act. Rusty is an elder in his church and serves on its Race and Biblical Justice 
committee.

English Open 
CaptionsOC

https://gracejisunkim.wordpress.com/ 
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The Unjust Crisis: Climate and Racial Inequality

Long-standing policies and practices have led to increased vulnerability of some people 
(including People of Colour, First Nations peoples, Aboriginal peoples, Indigenous peoples and 
other groups of people), to climate change impacts and by extension other global crises that 
may emerge. This elective will explore the intersection of climate change and racial injustice. 

Jason Fileta. From a very young age, Jason felt God’s call on his life to work for justice and mobilize 
others on the same journey. This was largely influenced by his parents, who immigrated to the US 
from Egypt, and helped him understand the inequality and injustice facing Christians there. Selected 
as a citizen delegate to the 2005 G8 Summit in Scotland, Jason advocated to the US delegation for 
fairer trade practices, debt cancellation for impoverished nations, and increased poverty-focused 
development aid. This led him to join Micah Challenge USA in 2005, a global movement of churches 
and organizations holding leaders accountable to their promises to combat poverty and injustice. 
While at Micah Challenge, he organized advocacy delegations to multiple G8, G20, UN summits and 
General Assemblies, advocating to high-level delegations from over 40 nations, but more importantly 
creating spaces for protest, prayer, and training for individual Christians who felt called to respond to 
systemic injustice. He co-founded and served as the first executive director of the Micah Institute at 
New York Theological Seminary, and was a contributor and editor of Live Justly, a book that has been 
used by over 250,000 people around the world.

Brooke Prentis is the CEO of Common Grace - a movement of people pursuing Jesus and justice. 
Brooke is an Aboriginal Christian Leader who is a descendant of the Wakka Wakka peoples, one of 
the over 300 nations of Indigenous peoples in the lands now called Australia. Brooke is a national and 
international speaker and writer, a Theologian, a Pastor, and a Chartered Accountant. Brooke works 
ecumenically speaking on issues of Justice affecting Australia and sharing a message of Reconciliation 
as friendship.  Brooke has a vision "to build an Australia built on truth, justice, love and hope". 

Jack Wakefield is a Campaigner at Tearfund, supporting activists and church leaders to respond to 
the climate crisis, most recently through the Climate Emergency Toolkit for churches. He is passionate 
about good theology and lived-out faith, and loves both mountain climbing and homemade pizza.

Carol Ng’ang’a is a community development practitioner. She has a BTh in Community Development 
from Cornerstone Institute in Cape Town. She has spent the last 10 years walking alongside various 
communities towards interventions for their empowerment. In July 2017, she founded Msingi Trust 
whose aim is to ‘Mobilize, Inspire, Equip and Network Christians and community leaders towards 
Social Justice, Social Activism and Social Transformation’ Carol was part of the first 2018 Tearfund 
Young Theologian and is currently part of 2020’s Inspired Individuals program Follow her work, www.
msingitrust.org,on Facebook @Msingi Trust  on Instagram @Msingi Trust and on Twitter @msingitrust

Mariam Tadros. A graduate in Theology and Religious Studies, Mariam also has a postgraduate 
degree in Conflict Regulation in Divided Societies. Mariam has previously worked with Tearfund in 
their operational response in the Kurdish region of Iraq as well as working on the West and Central 
Africa desk. Mariam is now the Technical Specialist for Peacebuilding at Tearfund, supporting 
peacebuilding projects in  the Middle East, Central Asia, Latin America and West Africa – providing 
strategic and technical support to teams globally as well as conflict transformation training.  She is 

HOST

PANEL

PRESENTER

In this challenging session Mark Charles will trace the history that took the church from the 
radically inclusive teaching of Jesus to the dehumanising doctrine of discovery. Join Mark as he 
unpacks this troubling history and its impact on our world today. Listen to how this understanding 
drives Mark in his work today.

How did we get here? - from Jesus to the dehumanising doctrine of discovery.

Mark Charles is a dynamic and thought-provoking public speaker, writer, and consultant. 
The son of an American woman (of Dutch heritage) and a Navajo man, he teaches with 
insight into the complexities of American history regarding race, culture, and faith in order 
to help forge a path of healing and conciliation for the nation. He is one of the leading 
authorities on the 15th-century’s Doctrine of Discovery and its influence on US history 
and its intersection with modern-day society. Mark co-authored, along with Soong-Chan 
Rah, the new book entitled “Unsettling Truths: The Ongoing, Dehumanizing Legacy of 
the Doctrine of Discovery ” (IVP, 2019). Mark ran as an independent candidate for the US 
Presidency in the 2020 election.

http://http//:www.commongrace.org.au 
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#BetterWorldForAll: Building an inclusive and equitable world for all

As we continue to fight against COVID-19, many are already looking to the future, to recover 
and rebuild. Rather than seek a return to normal, we see an opportunity to address inequalities 
and injustices in our current systems to improve the lives of people with disabilities. Join Stevie 
Wills and Joe Pinkard from CBM Australia to explore God’s vision for a #BetterWorldForAll.

Joe Pinkard is the Church & Community Engagement Manager at CBM Australia. He has 
studied theology, trained and served as a pastor, as well as journeying alongside people 
with disabilities as a support worker in Melbourne, Australia. Joe enjoys exploring how 
churches and Christian communities can be more inclusive of people with disabilities 
through CBM’s Luke14 initiative.

Stevie Wills is the Community Education Officer at CBM Australia. Stevie is a performance 
poet, writer, advocate, and public speaker. Stevie is a passionate advocate for disability 
inclusion, having lived with cerebral palsy. She has observed the cycle of disability and 
poverty during a trip with CBM to South Africa and Zambia.

This session is made possible by the 
support of

An update on the COVID-19 crisis in India

The dramatic worsening of the COVID-19 situation in India and other countries is having an 
enormous impact on the lives of the world’s most vulnerable. Hear from Indian Christian Leader, 
CB Samuel as he is interviewed by Tearfund Australia CEO Matthew Maury about how his 
community has experienced the pandemic, his reflections on vaccine justice and where he has 
seen God moving throughout it all. 

CB Samuel is a Bible teacher, pastor, theologian, mentor, former CEO of a major Indian 
relief and development organization (EFICOR), missiologist, evangelical leader and 
passionate advocate for the poor.

Biblical Justice in Action

How does the theology of justice inform the way we do justice on the streets? How does the 
tension of loving our enemies and speaking to power resolve itself? Where can the biblical 
mandate for reconciliation find expression amidst the public weaponry of hostility and shaming?

Andrew Kwok Wai Luen is the Associate Dean of Arts, Associate Professor of The 
Department of Religion and Philosophy, and Associate Director of The Centre For Sino-
Christian Studies at Hong Kong Baptist University. He served as President of the Society 
for the Study of the History of Christianity in China (2018-2019), and member of the 
Theology and Current Affairs Committee of Christian and Missionary Alliance Church 
Union of Hong Kong (2009-2019). He is a Langham scholar and serves on the Board 
of directors of Langham Foundation Hong Kong.  He has been one of the organizing 
members of Business as Mission Forum, an initiative that encourages churches to support 
social enterprises and social innovation, since 2013. He initiated rounds of police-student 
dialogue after the Umbrella Movement. He is also one of the founding members of 
Citizens in Mission, a post-Umbrella Christian group for social participation. He received his 
MSocSc in Counselling with distinction from City University of Hong Kong, MDiv and ThM in 
Christianity and Chinese Culture from Alliance Bible Seminary, and PhD in Theology from 
King’s College London. He has edited and authored 6 books, and published more than 20 
journal articles on Chinese Christianity, Public Theology and Systematic Theology. He is 
awardee of President’s Award for Outstanding Performance in Teaching of HKBU in 20.

Melba Padilla Maggay is a sought-after international speaker and consultant on culture and 
social development issues, particularly the interface of religion, culture and development. 
A specialist in intercultural communication, she was research fellow on the subject at the 
University of Cambridge under the auspices of Tyndale House, applying it to the question 
of culture and theology. She has lectured on this and other cross-cultural issues worldwide, 
including a stint as Northrup Visiting Professor at Hope College, Michigan and Visiting 
Lecturer at All Nations Christian College in England. She is president of the Institute for 
Studies in Asian Church and Culture, a research and training organization engaged in 
development, missiology and cross-cultural studies aimed at social transformation. Dr. 
Maggay integrates biblical insights from years of experience in ministry into the analysis 
of socio-anthropological issues, a rare capacity for theological integration that has made 
her much sought-after in international platforms, either as Bible expositor or as academic 
resource. Dr. Maggay also serves as main resource person for ISACC’s centerpiece 
trainings like Transformational Development, Wellness in the Workplace and Cross-Cultural 
Orientation Seminar, whose clients are both corporate and faith-based organizations, 
as well as multilateral development institutions like the World Bank. She serves as lead 
consultant of the Institute in servicing the research and training needs of local and 
international development and mission organizations.

Tony Read came to Hong Kong in 1986 with his wife Drusilla and their family. He has served 
as an Elder since The Vine’s start in 1997. From 2004-2012, he served with John Snelgrove 
as senior pastor. Today, Tony serves as Justice Advocate, connecting the church with 
relevant social justice issues.

MODERATOR
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The Ethics of Development

The scriptures call Christians to care for and serve people living in poverty. However, historically 
the work of the western Church in communities experiencing poverty has sometimes caused 
more harm than good. What is required to ensure our service contributes to the flourishing of all 
God's children? This break out will examine the ethics behind good development and how we 
can better critique our responses and enhance our support to people living in poverty.

Brian Fikkert Dr. is the Founder and President of the Chalmers Center for Economic 
Development at Covenant College, where he also serves as a Professor of Economics and 
Community Development. He is coauthor of the best-selling book When Helping Hurts: 
How to Alleviate Poverty Without Hurting the Poor...and Yourself. Dr. Fikkert earned a Ph.D. 
in economics from Yale University, specializing in international economics and economic 
development. He is the author of numerous articles in both academic and popular journals. 
Prior to coming to Covenant College in 1997, he was a professor at the University of 
Maryland—College Park and a research fellow at the Center for Institutional Reform and the 
Informal Sector. He and his wife Jill have 3 adult children and live in Chattanooga, Tenn.

Rachel Goble grew up in an interconnected and multicultural world. Traveling to Central 
America and Sierra Nevadas with her family in their not-for-profit roles, Rachel learned 
early that the world’s peoples and problems are connected and that we must all help in 
overcoming them. After earning degrees in Business Economics (BA) and Cross Cultural 
Studies (MA) Rachel co-founded The Freedom Story to prevent child trafficking in Northern 
Thailand through education, resources and mentorship. Rachel went on to found Ethical 
Storytelling, a community of non-profit practitioners and storytellers learning how to 
integrate a new standard of storytelling. Today, Rachel serves as the CEO of The Freedom 
Story and Executive Director of the Goble Family Foundation. 

Angkana Muenkaew Moses (Cat) was the first scholarship student from The Freedom 
Story. After the death of both her parents by age 11, The Freedom Story supported her 
education. Now 23 years old Cat has a new family, having recently been adopted by 
Danny and Lisa Moses, whom she met and moved in with 7 years ago. With the support 
of Danny and Lisa, Cat graduated from Chiang Rai Rajabhat University, with a Bachelor of 
Arts, English Major. She has worked as an English tutor, completed an English teaching 
internship and won Rajabhat Universities English Speech Competition.  Cat is highly 
engaged in volunteerism,  attending national forums on human trafficking, participating 
in dam building, creating English Camps, and working with The Freedom Story and her 
university to run anti-human trafficking camps for Hill Tribe students.

This session is made possible by the 
support of

Gender Equality

Gender parity seems even further away than it did in a pre-pandemic world. Existing gender 
inequalities mean that women are more vulnerable to the economic, climate, cultural and social 
impacts of COVID-19. Yet we know that God’s heart is for all his children to flourish, regardless of 
their gender - how do we elicit systemic change which closes the gender gap?

Grace Ji-Sun Kim received her Ph.D. from the University of Toronto and is Professor of 
Theology at Earlham School of Religion. She is the author or editor of 20 books, most 
recently, Hope in Disarray; Keeping Hope Alive; Reimagining Spirit and Intersectional 
Theology. Kim is a Series Editor for Palgrave Macmillan Series, “Asian Christianity in the 
Diaspora” and has served on the American Academy of Religion’s Board of Directors. Kim 
writes for Baptist News Global, Sojourners, Faith and Leadership and Wabash Center and 
has published in TIME, The Huffington Post, Christian Century, US Catholic Magazine and 
The Nation.   She is the host of madang podcast and is an ordained Presbyterian Church 
(USA) minister. More of her writing and work can be found on her blog site 

Brooke Prentis is the CEO of Common Grace - a movement of people pursuing Jesus 
and justice. Brooke is an Aboriginal Christian Leader who is a descendant of the Wakka 
Wakka peoples, one of the over 300 nations of Indigenous peoples in the lands now called 
Australia. Brooke is a national and international speaker and writer, a Theologian, a Pastor, 
and a Chartered Accountant. Brooke works ecumenically speaking on issues of Justice 
affecting Australia and sharing a message of Reconciliation as friendship.  Brooke has a 
vision "to build an Australia built on truth, justice, love and hope". 

Minella van Bergeijk is CEO of Tearfund Netherlands. She held this position since 
December 2019. Minella van Bergeijk is a connective leader who continue and strengthen 
Tearfunds expansion. With her guts, faith and a great heart for justice she is committed to 
the structural project and the relief aid and also the story we will tell in the Netherlands 
about injustice within society. Before Tearfund, Minella van Bergeijk has worked as chief 
editor of the EVA Magazine and is the presenter of the EO TV programme ‘Ik mis je’ 
(Missing You). Before this, she was the Alpha Marriage Course coordinator for many years. 
Earlier, she worked in a women’s shelter as a social worker with victims of sexual violence, 
and she was the city coordinator for human trafficking in Utrecht. Van Bergeijk studied 
Social Work and Sexology, specialising in Sexual Violence.       

CONTENT WARNING: This session will address content 
related to domestic and sexual violence

https://thefreedomstory.org/
https://thefreedomstory.org/
https://thefreedomstory.org/
https://thefreedomstory.org/
https://gracejisunkim.wordpress.com/ 
http://http//:www.commongrace.org.au 
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Common Human Experience: A Road to Justice

From his perspectives in academic research and teaching as well as lived experience, Manny 
will address and critique various models of disability, and show how each fails to achieve 
authentic justice.  He will advocate for an understanding of Common Human Experience within 
which we live and work toward our shared hope in Christ from a shared standing of being 
equal, limited and bearers of God’s image.

Manny Koks: As a child with a moderate coordination disability (Cerebral Palsy), 
Immanuel (Manny) Koks grew up in Aotearoa (New Zealand) with a strong sense of hope 
in God. In the final year of university, Manny experienced his first bout of depression as 
he began to encounter the first signs of declining function related to aging with Cerebral 
Palsy. During this period of intense struggle, Manny found that his hope of God was 
deeply shaken. This period of theological shakedown settled when Manny’s views of 
God were transformed as he studied theology at the Bible College of New Zealand 
(Now Laidlaw College) in 2005-7. He then gained his MA (Theological Studies) from 
Regent College Vancouver, Canada. There Manny investigated, how Jürgen Moltmann’s 
understanding of hope was shaped by his concept of God. Today, aside from being 
Sarah’s husband and Nathaniel’s father, Manny teaches The Theology of Suffering and 
Hope at Laidlaw College part-time. Manny also uses his lens of disability in his Ph.D., 
investigates how we all, as frail humans, can participate with the triune God in the hope 
that he is working out in the world.

BREAKOUT 5

Learning From Our Justice Elders

The demand for justice is hardwired in the psyche of the millennial generation. As this 
generation looks to transform the structures and systems of inequality through their activism, 
they stand on the shoulders of the giants who have gone before. Join two of these giants - 
writer, anthropologist and social activist, Melba Maggay (Philippines) and Executive Director of 
Micah Australia, Tim Costello as they are interviewed by fellow of Micah Australia and millennial 
Eliza Palmer. Eliza will ask these elders of activism about the highs and lows of their campaigning 
careers, what emerging activists can learn from their decades of experience and how their faith 
in Jesus has sustained them throughout it all. 

Rev Tim Costello is one of Australia’s best-known community leaders and a sought after 
voice on social justice issues, leadership and ethics. Tim is the Executive Director of Micah 
Australia and in this role, has a strong vision to gather, inspire and empower Australian 
Christians to share God’s heart for justice. He is passionate about seeing the church 
in Australia be known for justice, mercy and humility. In earlier roles Tim was National 
President of the Baptist Union of Australia and Mayor of St Kilda. He has been Baptist 
Minister at St Kilda Baptist and Collins Street Baptist in Melbourne, as well as Executive 
Director of Urban Seed. For 13 years until October 2016, Tim was Chief Executive of World 
Vision Australia. In his current role as Chief Advocate, Tim continues to use his public 
profile to affect change. 

This session is made possible by the 
support of

Melba Padilla Maggay is a sought-after international speaker and consultant on culture and 
social development issues, particularly the interface of religion, culture and development. 
A specialist in intercultural communication, she was research fellow on the subject at the 
University of Cambridge under the auspices of Tyndale House, applying it to the question 
of culture and theology. She has lectured on this and other cross-cultural issues worldwide, 
including a stint as Northrup Visiting Professor at Hope College, Michigan and Visiting 
Lecturer at All Nations Christian College in England. She is president of the Institute for 
Studies in Asian Church and Culture, a research and training organization engaged in 
development, missiology and cross-cultural studies aimed at social transformation. Dr. 
Maggay integrates biblical insights from years of experience in ministry into the analysis 
of socio-anthropological issues, a rare capacity for theological integration that has made 
her much sought-after in international platforms, either as Bible expositor or as academic 
resource. Dr. Maggay also serves as main resource person for ISACC’s centerpiece 
trainings like Transformational Development, Wellness in the Workplace and Cross-Cultural 
Orientation Seminar, whose clients are both corporate and faith-based organizations, 
as well as multilateral development institutions like the World Bank. She serves as lead 
consultant of the Institute in servicing the research and training needs of local and 
international development and mission organizations.

Eliza Palmer is a university student studying law and development studies. She is 
passionate about social justice and seeing Christians take seriously Jesus' call to follow 
him, with this involving pursuing justice. She is a fellow with Micah and on her church's 
missions & justice board, working to help others to understand God's heart for the 
oppressed and get involved with dismantling the structures which oppress. 

MODERATOR

https://www.micahaustralia.org/
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Power of Public Narrative to Fuel Justice Campaigns and Movements

Power of Public Narrative to Fuel Justice Campaigns and Movements:  So many injustices 
are often rooted in and fueled by spiritual lies and distorted narratives.   In order to more 
effectively advance just campaigns,, we must better name these lies and communicate a more 
unifying, compelling and powerful public narrative.  Harvard Professor Marshall Ganz defines 
public narrative “as a leadership art in which translate values in action: engaging head, heart 
and hands”.  Public narrative taps into and weaves together the story of self, the story of us, 
and the story of now.  This workshop will explore both the art and science of public narrative 
as a critical toolbox to build more impactful campaigns and as being essential for catalyzing 
transformational movements.  We will draw from concrete campaign and movement examples 
and seek to learn from each other’s experiences through role playing and discussion. 

This session is made possible by the 
support of

Rev. Adam Russell Taylor is president of Sojourners and author of Mobilizing Hope: Faith-
Inspired Activism for a Post Civil Rights Generation. Follow him on Twitter @revadamtaylor. 
Taylor previously led the Faith Initiative at the World Bank Group and served as the vice 
president in charge of Advocacy at World Vision U.S. and the senior political director at 
Sojourners. He has also served as the executive director of Global Justice, an organization 
that educates and mobilizes students around global human rights and economic justice. 
He was selected for the 2009/2010 class of White House Fellows and served in the White 
House Office of Cabinet Affairs and Public Engagement. Taylor is a graduate of Emory 
University, the Harvard University Kennedy School of Government, and the Samuel DeWitt 
Proctor School of Theology. Taylor also serves on the Global Advisory Board of Tearfund 
UK and is a member of the inaugural class of the Aspen Institute Civil Society Fellowship. 
Taylor is ordained in the American Baptist Church and the Progressive National Baptist 
Convention and serves in ministry at the Alfred Street Baptist Church in Alexandria, Va.

Jessica Felix Romero, PhD., is the Chief Strategy and Impact Officer with Sojourners.  She 
has over 14 years’ experience in social justice advocacy, organizing, and communications. 
She has served as a communications expert on a variety of issues including labor rights, 
immigration, health, environment, peacebuilding, and agriculture.  During her tenure as the 
Sojourners communications director, she helped set strategy around faith-oriented narrative 
change. Previously, she was with Jobs With Justice and Farmworker Justice bringing 
together diverse voices to win improvements in working people's lives, shaping the public 
discourse about working people, and supporting mobilization efforts surrounding workers’ 
rights, jobs, and the economy With a doctorate in conflict analysis and resolution, she 
integrates holistic system analysis and transformative design to help nonprofits advance 
social change. 

Loving our Global Neighbour

Katharine Hayhoe keynote (repeat), followed by  
conversation with Jo Knight and  Tim Healey

As Christians, we are called to love others as Christ loved us. Today, our neighbors—here at 
home as well as on the other side of the world—are already being harmed by climate-related 
impacts. The poor, the sick, and the disadvantaged are the most vulnerable, with the least 
resources to adapt. How can we respond in love to this growing global problem? 

Tim Healy is the Program Director for the Bachelor of Theology Degree at Alphacrucis 
College and lectures in theology and ministry within the Faculty of Theology. He has a 
Masters Degree in Theology from the University of Wales with a research focus on Christian 
Environmental Ethics. Before going full time into theological education, Tim pastored two 
churches, Discovery Christian Life Centre in Johannesburg, South Africa, and Riverview 
Church in Perth, Western Australia. He is a passionate wildlife photographer with a deep 
interest in how Christian faith shapes the future of the planet.

Jo Knight is a Christian leader of local and global advocacy around climate change and 
poverty. Jo is Tearfund Australia’s Advocacy Director and part of the founding leadership 
of Renew Our World global campaign. She is passionate about creating social and 
environmental change, acting on injustice, and loves using her skills and leadership to 
make a difference. Jo empowers movements of people to live justly and speak out in 
ways that are impactful. Jo thrives on bold new social justice initiatives, from the start-
up of a youth movement fighting poverty, to refugee test cases as a lawyer, leading 
through not-for-profit boards or management, and co-creating strategic fresh campaigns 
with global reach and influence. Jo is married to Peter, a church planter in inner city 
Melbourne, and they have two young boys.

https://sojo.net/
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Resolving the Tensions of Trafficking in Asia

The trafficking of people is one of the most horrific injustices which impacts the value and 
dignity of millions of people around the world. Traffickers often paint a picture of a better life to 
vulnerable people who are lured by promises of work, money, safety, and opportunity.

The interventions of governments, NGOs, and business sector across Asia has had a significant 
impact in confronting the issue of modern day slavery. Even with the ground gained human 
trafficking continues to be a significant issue in the region.

When systems that support and facilitate exploitation are deeply connected across our 
global society the desire for change and transformation has to navigate the tensions that 
exists between bringing justice to the oppressed and the potentially unintended impact on 
employment opportunities for the marginalised.

Nathan de Lyster is the Justice & Missions Pastor at The Vine Church, Hong Kong. Bridging 
his professional experience across finance, economic development, and consulting into the 
justice and missions space his passion is mobilising people to find the connection between 
their faith and addressing social issues. He has a Masters in Globalisation and Development 
Studies from SOAS, University of London.

Matt Friedman is an international human trafficking expert with more than 30 years of 
experience. He is CEO of The Mekong Club, an organization of Hong Kong’s leading 
businesses which have joined forces to help end all forms of modern slavery. Mr. Friedman 
previously worked for USAID and the United Nations in over 30 countries. Mr. Friedman 
offers technical advice to numerous governments, banks, and corporations working 
to eliminate all forms of modern slavery and is the author of twelve books. In 2017, Mr. 
Friedman won Asia’s prestigious “Communicator of the Year” Gold Award.

This session is made possible by the 
support of

Richard Lee is Global Officer of Public Engagement at International Justice Mission, 
Director of Advancement at Asian American Christian Collaborative, Podcast Host of The 
Pursuit with Richard Lee, teaching faculty at Highrock Church in Boston and advisory 
board member of One Days Wages. His TEDx talk “Slavery Still Exists. Here’s How to End 
It.” can be found on TED.com.

MODERATOR

PANEL

PANEL (CON'T)

Mallika Karunan is the Victim Advocate and Interim Restore Manager for A21 Thailand, 
where she leads the Thai Aftercare social workers and caseworkers in providing holistic 
restorative services to survivors of trafficking, as well as accompanying and advocating 
for survivors throughout their legal and criminal justice process.  Prior to joining A21, 
Mallika was the Casework Coordinator for International Justice Mission Thailand, where 
she supported migrant fishermen trafficked and exploited in the Thai fishing industry in 
their investigative, legal and aftercare service provision. She was also the Psychosocial 
Counsellor and Activities Coordinator for Jesuit Refugee Service Thailand, where she 
provided mental health counseling and psychosocial support to unaccompanied and 
separated refugee minors and families living in Bangkok.  When Mallika first learned about 
human trafficking, she was half-way through her Master’s degree program in Forensic 
Psychology in New York City, and quickly realized her passion for working for and 
advocating for victims and survivors from all walks of life especially in the criminal justice 
process. She returned to Thailand in 2015 and has been working for marginalized and 
vulnerable people ever since.

Brittney Tsang has served as a frontline practitioner to vulnerable communities in 
Hong Kong for more than a decade. As Head of Research and Development at HKDI, 
Brittney connects invaluable grassroots expertise to influentials to further impact practice 
and policy. Before joining HKDI in June 2019, she dedicated many years establishing 
relationships with countless individuals in the commercial sex industry. Brittney supported 
the development of Sons and Daughters, a grassroots anti-trafficking organisation in Hong 
Kong, where she worked as Outreach Director helping to reach, identify, rehabilitate, and 
reintegrate survivors of sexual exploitation and trafficking.

Michelle Wong is a community organizer empowering the underprivileged to fight for 
their rights. Believing in collective power, she spent her past decade engaging domestic 
workers, migrant workers, precarious workers, and the homeless. She is now working as 
the Programme Manager of Stop Trafficking of People (STOP), an anti-trafficking initiative 
under Branches of Hope. She hold a Master's degree in Labor and Global Workers' Rights 
from the Pennsylvania State University.

CONTENT WARNING: This session will address content 
related to trafficking and slavery and there may also be 

references to domestic and sexual violence

https://www.ijm.org/
https://www.ijm.org/
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Joe Tang is a British Born Hong Konger who started his career with PwC that took him to 
Chile and has over ten years of international experience, currently serving as the Executive 
Director of HOPE International in Hong Kong. Most recently serving as country program 
manager for Challenges Worldwide in Zambia. Prior to that Joe worked in Chile, Bolivia, 
Spain. Joe is a graduate of international business program at Aston Business School 
and has a Master of Science in urban economic development from UCL. He is a multi-
instrumentalist and is fluent in Chinese, Spanish and English.

Sky Siu has been with KELY Support Group (KELY) since 2011, and was appointed as 
the organisation’s Executive Director in April 2015. Having spent 16 years growing up in 
Ghana, West Africa, she experienced first-hand the challenges that poverty, lack of access 
to education and health can have on a young person’s development. With a background 
in Public Health practice and a passionate vision to see youth thrive regardless of their 
environment, Sky has worked in adolescent health research and local and international 
community development projects, including those related to girls’ empowerment and 
education in developing South Asian nations. In 2005, Sky cofounded a support network in 
Hong Kong for ethnically Chinese third culture teens.

HONG KONG

LONDON

Dot Tyler is Co-Director for The Justice Conference UK and is the Head of Emerging 
Generations engagement at Tearfund. She is a regular speaker and preacher, specialising 
on the intersection between theology, creation care and youth activism.

Pastor Mike White is the Senior Pastor of The Tab Church, a thriving, trans-generational and 
multi-cultural church in the south east of London, England. Pastor White’s ministry itinerary 
has seen him featured several times as a speaker in Christian media, which includes TBN 
Europe where he is also a regular host and he has appeared as a guest on the Word
Network USA. Pastor White also travels, speaking as a guest in both conferences and 
churches throughout the United Kingdom, Europe, Asia, Africa, the USA and the Caribbean. 
With a passion for ‘the local church’ Pastor White has served as a church consultant to 
several major local churches and national church organisations within the UK, by providing 
guidance and resources on ‘Contemporary Leadership’ and ‘Visionary Transition’. Pastor 
White also currently serves on the board of the college council for Spurgeon’s theological 
college in London, and for the last three years as a borough dean offering consultation and 
advice to the Mayor and other council leaders on social and religious issues.

AUSTRALIA

Joyce Chen is currently studying a Master of Social Work, while interning with an 
evangelistic global youth movement called 'RICE'. In 2020, she was part of Tearfund's 
Ambassador cohort. She is passionate about telling stories of hope through songwriting.

Joel McKerrow is a performance poet, writer and teacher. He also has the honour of 
representing Tearfund Australia as their Artist Ambassador.

Thank you to our MCs   
  

https://www.joelmckerrow.com/
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Machai Wing Cheung. As a preacher, Machai graduated with his Bachelor in Theology 
from Alliance Bible Seminary in Hong Kong. He is currently a part-time preacher at The 
Church of Christ in China - The Covenant Church, where he focuses on children and family 
ministry. He is also an artist-pastor walking with artists from different fields and serving the 
community with them. As a sand artist, Machai has been self-learning sand art for over 
10 years and obtained his primary certificate in art therapy. With his passion to integrate 
faith and art, he started using sand drawing as a medium for spiritual formation and 
psychotherapy in 2013. Machai has started sand-art therapy groups in Castle Peak Hospital, 
and voluntary organizations such as Arts with the Disabled Association Hong Kong and St. 
James’ Settlement; to help the patients with intellectual or physical disability and those who 
are ex-mentally ill and autistic to express their feelings. Sand drawing could ease the plight 
of those who need spiritual support or with difficulties expressing emotions.

Thandi Gamedze is a PhD student at the University of Johannesburg’s Centre for Education 
Rights and Transformation. Her PhD research is conceptualising the church as a classroom, 
exploring how (and what kind of) education happens and is negotiated within these spaces, 
and the wider implications of this. She currently works for an NGO called The Warehouse 
which journeys with churches in their practical and theological responses to injustice 
within their contexts. Thandi also volunteers as a facilitator for SpeakUp, a public speaking 
programme run by Bottomup, an NGO that works with high school students in developing 
critical consciousness towards change. She is deeply committed to the work of critique and 
reimagining (as both action and reflection) towards a world that is just, nurturing and kind and 
believes that the arts- and for her personally, poetry in particular- are integral to this work.

Tiarne Shutt is a proud First Nations woman who has ancestral ties to the Worimi people. 
Tiarne lives on Turrbal and Yuggera land in Meanjin (Brisbane) and is a social justice 
advocate, environmental manager, poet, aunty to 6 and storyteller.

Ceci Tang’s musical journey has taken a few turns - originally a full-time Chinese-English 
translator, Ceci heard the undeniable calling from God to do music in 2019, when she 
returned to Hong Kong after 10 years studying and working abroad. As a church pianist for 
18 years, Ceci strives to express herself in different genres, and expand the imagination of 
how to worship God. Listen to her music here. 

Tim Tong is a Hong Kong-born cellist, pianist, and music arranger, an enthusiast with 
diverse musical possibilities through classical, pop jamming, contemporary improvisations, 
and jazz. The founding cellist member of the neo-chamber ensemble Sea Island Ferry since 
2016, Tim participated in recording and composing two original albums: Crossings in 2018 
and Telescope in 2020. He has been further framing his improvisation instinct and creative 
ideas while actively joining local and overseas performances, including wow and flutter, 
JCCAC, Tai Kwun, Taiwan, and the Sakurazaka Asylum festival in Okinawa.  Tim has begun 
his musical journey at the age of five. He graduated from Hong Kong Baptist University and 
the Chinese University of Hong Kong. He is currently a professional recording cellist, tutor, 
and concert performer with experience of joining the Hong Kong String Orchestra, Opera 
Hong Kong, Gustav Mahler Orchestra, and more.

A New Thing. Hailing from the scripture in Isaiah 43:49 “Behold, I will do a new thing; now it 
shall spring forth; shall ye not know it? I will even make a way in the wilderness, and rivers 
in the desert”, this collective of singers have since toured the UK and Europe and opened 
up for Grammy award-winning gospel recording artists such as Deitrick Haddon, Kierra 
Sheard and Mali Music. Listen to their music here.

The London Institute for Contemporary Christianity. We have a dream that every Christian 
would go out into their bit of God’s world confident that God can work through them, 
confident that Jesus is good news for the people they meet, good news for the things they 
do, good news for the organisations they engage in.

Liu Wing Him is a freelance musician, graduated from The Hong Kong Academy for 
Performing Arts (HKAPA) majoring in composition. Liu was the music director, composer and 
arranger in several biblical musicals by Sky Theatre Creative, including The Book of Esther, 
The Book of Ruth musical, The Book of Esther musical, Samson musical and more. He 
composed contemporary dance music for Imagination Boom 3 produced by E-Side Dance 
Company and 1984 by CCDC Dance Centre. He also performed live music for Who Stole 
My Moon by HKFWS, and Restart from the other Shore in “Playwright Scheme X 2015” by 
Prospects Theatre. Liu is a pianist, and was a team member of an indie band Opium. The 
band performed in Le French May and the local music festival “Wow and Flutter Weekend”.
Liu is currently a keyboard teacher at the City University Christian Band, where he also 
assists in composing and music arrangement.

Josh Glover is a facilitator and educator working with social enterprises who help high 
school students become more empathetic and compassionate people. He lives at 
the Indigenous Hospitality House in Melbourne's Carlton North where he is constantly 
learning and working alongside settler and First Nations people to bring about the 
healing we all crave.

SESSION 2

SESSION 3 & 4

SESSION 5

Diana Hadaia is a twenty four year old Iraqi born refugee. At the age of 17 she fled from her 
hometown as it was being attacked by Isis and, via Jordan, came to settle in Australia. Her 
story is one of bravery and courage in the face of exile and war. She has now rebuilt her life 
in Australia, is studying Laboratory Technology at university and is a passionate creative.

https://open.spotify.com/artist/4qnQ99fsgl6r2V5JzGlP9y?si=jNYvrx9uT7qMzPL0oJymoA
https://open.spotify.com/artist/4cGzNd4qoJvlk0dRwqBQDt?si=cAZ814qMRtOr5cdVQoRR3A
https://licc.org.uk/
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Stevie Wills is the Community Education Officer at CBM Australia. Stevie is a performance 
poet, writer, advocate, and public speaker. Stevie is a passionate advocate for disability 
inclusion, having lived with cerebral palsy. She has observed the cycle of disability and 
poverty during a trip with CBM to South Africa and Zambia.

Michelle Lang-Raymond is the founder and Executive Managing Director of Acts On Stage, 
a Seattle-USA, based theater focused on centering the voices, talents and initiatives 
of People of Color and Creatives of Faith. To her current work, Michelle brings years of 
experience in community development and pastoral ministry - most recently serving as 
Campus Pastor at Warner Pacific University.  Michelle is a singer, songwriter, and worship 
leader as well as front person for her own gospel band Michelle Lang & Still Water. She 
blended her passions as a producer, playwright and activist, to create the interactive 
workshop experience called “The Art of Tough Talks”.  Michelle has a Bachelors in 
Organizational Psychology and a Masters In Religion and her newest area of focus is being 
married to her incredible husband Jay.  A native of Mississippi, Michelle considers herself a 
southern girl who relocated to the Kingdom.

Lucee is a singer-songwriter from Los Angeles. Her inspiration began with a group of young 
girls who she noticed had seeds of self-doubt and insecurity. She decided to search for 
something that could plant seeds of hope and life instead. Music was her answer. Check 
our Lucee's music here.
 
Micah Bournes is a poet and musician from Long Beach, California. His work often touches 
on themes of culture, justice, and faith. He is passionate about helping others nurture their 
creativity, convinced that creative expression is essential to the healing and thriving of 
individuals and communities . Micah is the co-editor of  the Fight Evil With Poetry Anthology, 
the author of "Here Comes This Dreamer" and has released 5 music albums in various 
genres. In 2020, Micah and Lucee co-wrote and released "Songs With Lucee", a project 
with 8 original acoustic songs. Learn more about Micah's work on his website.

Joel McKerrow is a performance poet, writer and teacher. He also has the honour of 
representing Tearfund Australia as their Artist Ambassador.

SESSION 6 Thank you to the organisations across the Thank you to the organisations across the 
world who host The Justice Conference.world who host The Justice Conference.

https://actsonstage.com/about/
https://open.spotify.com/artist/3zgUiGSs1jeB8sNGB3ntcS?si=n50qemouSvitse0NIMAqxg
https://micahbournes.bandcamp.com/album/songs-with-lucee
https://www.micahbournes.com/
https://www.joelmckerrow.com/
https://www.thevine.org.hk/
https://www.selfrance.org/
https://www.tearfund.org.au/
https://tearfund.ca/
https://www.tearfund.ie/
https://www.tearfund.nl/
https://www.tearfund.org.nz/
https://www.tearfundusa.org/
https://www.tearfund.org/
https://www.warehouse.org.za/
https://rettferdskonferansen.no/

